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AUSTRALIANS ABROAD-POEMS

CAROL COHN

Monte Carlo 1972
There's a kind of grace in such venality,
uncompromising richness as distant from
vulgarity as faith from superstition.
This sun beaming down on the streets
could be a solid gold sovereign.
These tanned bodies passing have a gloss
like the rump of an Arab stallion.
In shops are elaborate marzipan confections,
inedibly precious, beyond any child's fantasy.
Even the parrot, enormous multi-jewelled evil-eyed,
outside Solarni's, views me with a duchess' hauteur.
Icy chandeliers hang over us, making
radiant heavens of the gaming rooms.
Round the tables, the figures have the still
solemnity of acolytes attending on a sacrifice.
Flawlessly rich, this mediterranean Petra.
her villas, hotels and casino caught
in the pink of a perpetual sunset.
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E. A. K. ROBERTS

Lantzville: Winter
the last of last years cord
breaks into coals
flares a moment telling me
I have to split the alder
I bucked last week
on the shore of Nanoose Bay
silly that I waited this long
the cold as predictable as
my unwillingness
to prepare for it
in the yard a poplar
struggles to clench its
thin fingers for warmth
in the frozen slush
I stumble on a deer's hoofprint
so hard I can't stamp out
a bit of its direction
and the moon grins like a luny
at the sea
in brightness cold as a
wowser's smile
the alder splits open
quick as a dream
falls in two honey-coloured
pieces
smelling of summer.

6
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E.A. K. ROBERTS
England again
at Gatwick its
the waiting
makes you realise
the national stance
is a stoop in a queue
in bayswater the grime that seeps
into the collar of your shirt
goes deeper than
a waiter's sniff or a flick
of a serviette down a Surrey nose
to a discussion in the Northcott bar
a propos the Hyacinth girl and
the white trembling thumb and
forefinger that picks up
someone's idea by its tail
turns it slowly about
like a dead mouse
drops it carefully in the bin
Desiccated bastards says Wacker
sinking a pint of Fosters in
the Earls Court Arms
wouldna won the bloody war
without the Septics n our blokes
n the Canucks ya wonder how the fuck
they get around to
reproducing themselves
these girls who are rarely
silly
but pretty
and really quite bright
sad boys in Cambridge market
walking hand in hand
the country has buried them
long before they're dead.
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E.A.K. ROBERTS

The Bastion
a small white-washed tower
on Front Street
fir logs three feet thick
hand cut
adzed and fitted by eye
impenetrable in those times
1859 and the townsfolk of Colville
straining to hear the manager
in mutton chops on tip toe
moleskin trousers striped work
shirts flyaway coats bonnets
bobbing and a child squalling
and squalling and the rumour of
an Indian raid and the child hushed
and wide-eyed
and hushed
cHmbing the circular stairs
to the second floor lookout
in the light of narrow chinks
cut for cannon that fired
grapeshot and chainshot
at Protection Island opposite
smashing a jagged rent
a smoking scar through the trees
a warning to
Haida Indians sitting offshore
in war canoes
hushed
by the severed firs mangled boughs
stunned by a voice that
shouted such hate
turned out of Sne-ny-mo harbour
paddled thoughtfully North again

8
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(2)

the second floor contains
cutlasses snuffboxes letters
yellowing into authority
powderflasks and photos of miners
thumbing waistcoats with fierce eyes
and the good burgher's wife's best plate
the Dalton set they dined on
Honiton lace tablecloth
venison salmon grouse and
blackberry wine
after hanging the first man in Nanaimo
a Cowichan fellow called Squeers and
a Nanaimo Indian too
whose pursuit named a river
whose death on the yard arm
of the Hudson Bay frigate Beaver
named Gallows Point
Indians gathering silently
on the shore
shivering at the frost still
in the air at 3 p.m. Jan. 17 1853
the Captain sighing a little
over the grouse and
flatulence
turning the tumbler of
home made wine thinking of
Bristol and bustles and blood red
Madeira

looking down the three cannons
fan out
guarding Georgia Strait

someone has stretched a used condom
over the muzzle
of the middle one.
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CHARLES HIGHAM

Los Angeles Sequence
(i)

A harsh wind among sleeping palms.
Your window is closed, a blind
Flaps in pale rain. A birdcage rocks and groans.
I see your hair, like a veil
Softly enclosing
A look of ingratitude.
Thin birds cross the sky
With afar, far calling.
The door opens. I hold you in my arms
And birds fly back behind bars.
(ii)

A car, yellow as cowardice,
Creeps through insistent elms.
Like paintings on rice paper
Houses hang
And tremble in a lemon haze.
Shaking on bamboo poles
Two parrots give dark emerald cries.
A Japanese gardener
Under a huge straw hat
Waters the dusty ivy.

10
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(iii)

I hear a lawnmower growling
With rusted throat and broken teeth
On Samuel Goldwyn's lawn.
No rain for eleven months.
Inside cold windows
Psychiatrists spin pens.
A ghost in a wheelchair
Will be a hundred in February.
He murdered Thelma Todd.
An immensely fat woman
With hips like armchairs
Fires a gun at a target.
At the back of a silver Rolls
A child with an old man's face
Holds a dead dog in her arms.
A dwarf sits on the roadside
Reading Herman Hesse.
(iv)
I turn from the scene
With dry eyes behind sunglasses
And feel the cool of your skin.

You are tired, you want to go home.
Tires squeal on the drive.
Sheets burn like sand.
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CHARLES HIGHAM

Matins
Leaves, leaves, waxen and shaking ...
The storm has thrown green drops
Upon your winter sleep.
It was night, salutary;
Cynical daylight reaches
With knives upon the skin.
A ship burns, far out;
A helicopter's blades
Spin through limbs.
The sun, without heat,
Shines like a copper dish.
Upside down in water
It is rusted green.

*

*

The Centaur Park is a place
Where ghosts brave daylight,
Dancing a bloodless foxtrot
Under candy-striped bulbs.
Sexless, insistent,
They touch us with their fingers;
Trying to remember
What it was to long.
At noon, up coup de foudre
Scatters them like birds.
The club of the alive
Closes its doors.

12
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* * *
A day without action,
Limbs loose in grass,
Bonds slipped, throats bare.
No wind predicted,
Grey sheets of water
Like corrugated iron.
Heaven invites, hell
Inspects. I feel
A sharp caress.
The galaxies swarm;
Bees in my head,
Mindlessly circling.
I watch a killing flower
Caress wings with its tongue.
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CHARLES HIGHAM

To Eros at his Fountain
Corrupted, your copper basin
Lies green and still.
I see your crouching form
Bled of its flow.
Supple, your back is bent
In homage to life;
Your hands bear a tall cup
Brimming with wine.
We should have bowed to you
But we stole your glow;
Our lust is a travesty
Of your sacred passion.
Your holy laurel wreath
Is filled with vermin,
Your mouth with its silver tongue
Bleeds rusty water.
I lie beneath
Your grove's intricate leaves
Trying to recapture
Your essence,
When in high noon, you were
A smiling boy,
Naked, with sunwarmed arrows
In a leather sheath.

-14
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KEITH HARRISON

Young Bears in an Orchard
from Poems for Dancers

Just as my hand goes round
this apple, just so, we took each other
she having turned toward me
firmly at dawn, while half-asleep.
Later, with a sharp lust
she bit, breaking the applethe juices flew:
We laughed, like honey-bears
and licked
in purest pleasure.
There is no other
source than love of a woman;
the hunger
walks away, there comes
the gentlest burning.
Here is evening;
our bodies, the bare stars.
And once again
I am hard awake she having
turned toward me in
a flame of moonlit
apple-flesh under
the black boughs.
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KEITH HARRISON

Grey Nurse
Eye unsleeping
I, unsleeping
hound of the sea
a hundred years
torpedo-muscled
teeth, gristle
tearing fishermen
rowlocks, rudders
cattle drinking
always moving
a million miles
borrow nothing
footloose, no living
friend, insatiable
I mock all cunning
with speed that holds
your children amazedeye unsleeping
a million miles
around this shallow
damnable
concrete pool.
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KEITH HARRISON

Song of the Central Tree
I tell you, wood
has always been
my father, and why do you think
the big sky
wraps me round.
Woodpecker, woodlouse, raven,
these wobbling strings of ants
ridiculously busy,
these lovers
touching in my shadeall belong.
Times I can dress myself
in thinnest glass,
tread water all dayor drink
the swivelling light.
All's well with me,
and with my brothers:
I am axle, I am home
and with this excellent hold
I turn the world.
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CAROL COHN

Celebrity
Incredible that these pudgy fingers
could run with such balletic sweetness
over a keyboard.
Watch them now, twirling spaghetti.
See her, sucking it loudly through the bright
little porthole of her mouth.
This is an artist-this piglet in a mink coat,
this plump as a plum lady with the hennaed hairwho plays Ravel divinely.
This is also a lion, and she surveys
the ring of her admirers with
small black eyes.
'Ah Madame, I met you with dear Szeryng ... how is
little Vera? ... and sweet Mary-Clare, where is the Countess
wintering this year?'
Her expression sweeps the table,
vanishing the unknowns at a glance.
'You have no credentials. You do not exist.'
And you, a pasta eating paradox,
I can see you now at court receptions,
looking vaguely past the pale slight gentleman
with the naive eyes, and with a brief
'excuse me, Mr. Mozart!', making off to talk
to the nearest tiara.

18
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KENNETH SIMPSON

A Lover's Knot

Where is my story? It fades away in distractions and moods so that nothing is
plain or sure, even my sublimation. My adoration dissolves into disinterest. 1
know why but I do not know myself.
I was approaching forty and she was fourteen. I was a bachelor living alonecynical, introverted and neurotic but delighted by the girl. She was one of five
-the fifth was one or thereabouts. The family appeared but once a year for their
summer holidays. They occupied a flat next to mine in a block that faced the sea.
The parents were highly qualified professional people and their children went to
the best schools.
Her name was Patricia. I often saw her from my windows. Patricia the pixie!
Invariably she would look up, smile and wave. Why would any young girl waste
a smile on a prematurely grey man of pyknic build? It wasn't a duty smile, a 'love
thy neighbour' thing; it was as genuine as only sensitive cynics can detect who
have been deluded and disillusioned by fake and expedient friendships. She made
me feel younger, gayer and a little in love, but I was no Humbert Humbert.
I placed her on a pedestal and that is something cynics also do when their horny
carapace is softened. It is something we yearn to do but never seem able to
accomplish.
That summer was their first as my neighbours and I loved them secretly in my
isolation as a surrogate family. I imagined they, and particularly she, regarded me
as one of them, a sort of uncle, an odd one perhaps but almost lovable.
I felt a certain kinship but I didn't intrude. They were always nice to me.
Sometimes I waded near where they were throwing a ball around and was included
in the game until one of the parents dismissed me (so nicely), or let me go (with
forbearance), so that I could begin my solitary swim. I swam and swam, as I
often did, straight out, wary of the boats and skiers, thinking of Patricia and
wondering if she were watching me, perhaps in admiration! They had a small
sailing boat and I sometimes swam way out to where they were drifting in lazy
circles. Possibly they called to me. If they did I didn't hear them. I was concentrating on my stroke, my rhythm, my breathing and that roaring sound that grew
and faded; the. power boat that carelessly could cut through me like an interruption and perhaps make Patricia weep.
They left, summer passed and the place seemed dull and lifeless. I went to
watch the football, sometimes with a married friend whose only daughter was
roughly nubile. One night I dropped by on a whim. Across my path by the lounge
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room door was a sleeping-bag occupied by a male and the nubile daughter. I
nearly tripped over them. Since my friend seemed unconcerned I made no
comment but it was strange because he wasn't known for his permissiveness.
Summer again! Patricia was maturing, developing into quite a beauty, although
for me it made little. difference. I was in love with her character; it was too late
for anything more. She loved little children and I often saw her holding the hand
of her youngest sister on their way to and from the beach, or playing with a little
boy from a neighbouring flat. We seldom spoke and for me it wasn't necessary.
Words could only detract from what she told me with her eyes and smile. A boy
of about her own age who was staying in one of the flats developed a proprietorial
attitude and, in fact, informed me she was 'his girl'. He had known her for barely
a week and she was 'his girl'. It was so ridiculous I scarcely felt a twinge of
jealousy.
I had a fine selection of folk music and I played those pieces that suited my
mood, that stimulated a pleasurable emotion and which, I imagined, created a
bond shared by Patricia. I'm afraid I turned the volume up rather high at times
in attempting to share my ecstasy. Music also communicates at a higher level
than spoken words.
'Oh, Peggy Gordon, you are my darling,
come sit you down upon my knee,
come tell to me the very reason,
why I am slighted so by thee.
I'm so in love, I can't deny it,
my heart lies smothered in my breast,
it's not for you to let the world know it,
a troubled mind can know no rest ...'
Once a week I had a woman in to clean my flat. She had two teenage daughters.
The older of the two had just left school and was pregnant. At first the affair
created much commotion but eventually it developed into the less titillating stage
of marriage arrangements. That winter a colleague of mine was carrying a different
burden. He was convinced he had cancer although he was really suffering from a
neurosis. He committed suicide by hurling himself off the top floor of the hospital
building shortly after he had been admitted.
Patricia was sixteen and had several swains but this didn't affect her attitude
to me. She seemed to compartmentalize her life and had reserved for me a private
sanctum. She was really quite seductive in her brief blue bikini and I paused to
dream delightfully of impossibilities. She had created for me a virgin world.
I was experiencing the beginning of a nervous breakdown myself and there
didn't seem to be any reason for it. I began feeling vulnerable during the autumn
and this was exacerbated by all sorts of provocations as if all the world somehow
knew and began persecuting me. Worst of all was the sound that emanated from
a dilapidated shack adjoining the flats. Amplified guitars and drums invaded my
haven, demolished my solitude and seared my mind, exposing it raw and tender
to the sadism of those within. It had precipitated a symptom which revealed
anxiety and tension, but not the cause, the doctor said. I still don't know the caus.e.
I suppose it lies in some obscure part of the ide
Although some of us complained about the noise-most were apathetic-none
of them knew of the fear I experienced when that metalic sound, wild and unrestrained, cut through my walls, doors and ear plugs to attack my brain. It was a
phobia that had developed out of all proportion to its ostensible cause. The police
came and went, came and went like the tides but they couldn't do very much
because their powers were limited in that type of situation; and so the noise
20
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continued, a communication addressed personally to me, it seemed, in harsh,
crude, derisive terms. Occasionally I saw the creators of the sound, queer alien
creatures, coarse and cruel in their ignorance, narrowness and the vanishing
innocence of their lives.
My cleaner's second daughter was also pregnant and the wedding was being
planned. It was simpler this time with a precedent in the family.
That summer was a bad one. My anxiety and depression had increased and the
new drug I had been prescribed was slow acting. I had no appetite and my mouth
tasted of sulphur. I lost weight. I had difficulty sleeping, twitching now and then
like a stranded fish, but when I did get to sleep I had to wake and face the
daunting prospect of another soulless day. I also perspired irregularly for no
apparent reason and I had no libido. I was in a self-conscious state so acute that
I was unable to escape. from my 'self' to which I was confronted by a constant
feeling of tension and a related pervasive fear, an alienation from the world which
in turn encouraged a state of severe depression, a feeling of absolute hopelessness.
Therefore I remained in my flat almost continually, imprisoned behind my own
mental bars. I saw Patricia only rarely and accidentally. (She was wearing a black
bikini that summer.) I feared for our relationship, her continued friendship, and
yet I yearned for her compassion, for anybody's compassion.
After about a month I began to improve. The amplified music had ceased. It
was rumoured that the instruments and their amplifiers had been repossessed by
a hire-purchase company.
Gradually I crept out of my shell. Patricia and the family had departed. I
began watching football again with a pill for every quarter. MyoId friend who
sometimes accompanied me had had some sort of fit. His daughter was pregnant.
. . . He and I were brought up in the days when love (considered unmanly) was
rejected in favour of sentimentality (as it continues to be) and sex was repressed,
when you had to search diligently to find a carnal allusion (except, of course, for
some pathetic dirty jokes and discussions, and graffiti on lavatory walls drawn by
'artists' whose knowledge of anatomy was unreal). The sexual revolution may
have been written but it hadn't been published.... I don't think he was capable
of seeing what had been happening in his own home, in front of his eyes. He saw
what went on outside but as far as his family was concerned it was a case of
blind faith based on a brainwashed past and a kind of schizophrenic separation
between his family and the rest of the community. What happened to theirs
couldn't happen to his, seemed to sum up his attitude. What then was my attitude?
Patricia was eighteen and had completed her final year at her expensive private
school. She came down alone some weeks before the schools officially closed to
clean the flat, I assumed, hardly daring to hope that she might wish to see me.
She seemed so vulnerable and I felt terribly shy, so much so that I tended to
avoid her. I wanted to tell her I was closer than a smile away-that's the sort of
sentimental fool I had become. I also had my collection to show her if I could
pluck up the courage, but I felt I might compromise her. I had some original
prints which she had seen through a window and had admired. I also had some
valuable water-colours, many books, some of which I would have to hide, the
beginnings of a coin collection and some ancient pottery from Cyprus. There were
also my records which I wanted to play for her. I missed the pleasure of sharing
my collection. I seldom even noticed it, or for that matter the sea outside my front
windows, although I played the records and read the books. I was quite a bookworm. I had hoarded Patricia's personality as well and I wanted to share that too,
by telling her how precious it was to me and how I valued it above everything else
I possessed.
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'In Scarlet Town where I was born
There was a fair maid dwellin'
Made. many a youth cry 'well a'day'
And her name was Barbara Allen.
"Twas in the merry month of May
When green buds they were swellin'
Sweet William came from the West Country
And he courted Barbara Allen.
During that last horrible summer I had seen her talking with, or being talked
to by, one of the 'musicians' from the shack by the flats. I also saw him with her
on the beach along with a regular boy friend. I had thought he was being rudely
persistent and intrusive, never imagining that she would willingly have anything
to do with him. I had assumed it was just one of those problems a pretty girl
had to face.
'He sent his servant unto her
To the place where she was dwellin'
My master's sick, bids me call for you
If your name be Barbara Allen.
Nevertheless there he was, walking along the drive with her towards the highway. Were they holding hands? They were certainly very close to each other. A
little later, as I was eating my dinner, I heard a deliberately mocking kind of
cough just outside her door, as though they had crept up the steps together and he
was scoffing at the need for silence. She was sneaking him into her flat! My heart
began to hammer and I took a tranquillizer which didn't work.
'Well slowly, slowly got she up
And slowly went she nigh him
But all she said as she passed his bed
Young man I think you're dyin'.
'He turned his pale face to the wall
And busted out a'cryin'
Adieu, adieu, my dear friends all
Be. kind to Barbara Allen.
I was in my back room, which I referred to privately as my 'study', when I
heard them. It was a continual series of bumping sounds that came from the floor.
I realized what was happening and part of me seemed to die. Those four years of
a sort of love vanished as though they had never been.
'Well lightly tripped she down the stairs
She heard those church bells toHin'
And each bell seemed to say as it tolled
Hard-hearted Barbara Allen.
Calmly I wondered what she saw in someone who was so alien to me whom
she liked, to our relationship, to her family and background. I recalled her mouth,
not her smile, and recognized something I had barely noticed because there was
nothing with which I could relate it. At rest her mouth was slack, almost sullen,
and certainly sensual.
'And she looked east and she looked west
She saw his pale corpse comin'
Lay down, lay down that corpse of clay
That I may look upon him.
22
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'Oh, mother, mother go make my bed
Go make it long and narrow
Sweet William died for me today
I'll die for him tomorrow.
I imagined him boasting later of his success, the status of his conquest, and
treating her as a sexual device, a body without a mind or soul. Surely he could not
love her! She, on the other hand, must have had a compartment for him as she
had one for me. Most likely he was also only flesh to her!
'They buried Sweet William in the old churchyard
They buried Barbara beside him
Out of his grave grew a red, red rose
And out of hers a briar.
The next morning I happened to glance through the window while washing the
dishes and saw her coming up the steps. She hadn't seen me but I assumed she was
about to raise her head then smile and wave as usual. I turned away. Days later
I was more objective. She had embraced me with her mind. She was good and
kind. I didn't despise her and I wasn't jealous. I hadn't known her well enough
for that. Something had been added and something subtracted. The equation had
been changed.
'They grew and grew up the old church wall
Till they could grow no higher
And at the top twined in a lovers' knot
The red rose and the briar.'
Wild thoughts sift through my mind and a scowl is just a curl of the lip away
from a smile. No one hears me howling in my solitude.
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NOEL MACAINSH

FountaIns
I
Driving home alone at midnight
I eased the car till purring softlythe radio off, the lights low-beam,
it puttered calmly along the drive.
The unkempt grasses took the beam,
were bent in crowds on either side.
All night they'd waited, just for this!
I lit them slowly as I rolled.
The little fountain I had built
then plashed and sparkled through the light.
I pressed the clutch, slipped out of gear,
and spent some time admiring thismy headlights holding forth a world
where little seeds of light blew round,
where beams were level, but the light
danced ever upwards, or was like
a fair of snowflakes floating down.
I watched this truth before my eyes,
then backed the car out down the drive,
drove several blocks then came again
along the road in which I lived.
I heard my car then purring softly,
as turning once more down the drive,
I slowly puttered past the grasses,
then pricked with light the coming fountain,
its glittering dance, this precious feast!
I parked a while, then backed the car
in tail-first exit down the drive.
That magic light-play captured methe very best of coming home!
And so I spent the rest of nightgoing, coming, under way.
I saw and backed and came away
and never stopped till break of day.

24
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II
The circular fountain beside the Strand
has walls of tiles like cheap hotels
and shines with water dribbling down
as though a ring of unseen men
with bladders full from copious drink
discharged themselves for hours on end.

The civic fathers accepted this
as something along the lines they knew
of numerous filthy toilet-rooms
where business-men all swelled with booze
would stand and stare half stupefied
at streams of theirs that glazed the tiles.
Still mindful of the place of Art,
I think of Rilke, Meyer, Yeats,
who wrote of fountains In high-flown ways
before I found this present place
where, sobered up with what I know,
I watch myself in endless flow.
III
Many fountains spring for methe punctured hose, the kettle.'s shout,
the drinking-spray, urinal jets,
the churning outboard's roaring bloom,
the sloppy bilge-pump's bubbling gorge.
Before them all I'm soon entranced,
half-stoned by water gabbling forth.
Like sages by their oracles,
I sit and humbly let them spoutand though they sometimes wet me through,
I see them full of limpid eyes
so kindly, lively, full of vim,
I wish to share my life. with them,
so when I'm home I always shower,
am conscious of the world of pipes,
of conduits spreading through my life
to countless outlets, parks and grounds,
geysers, pressures, founts and swells,
and have to keep my tap down tight
to stop myself just bubbling forth.
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KEVIN BOWDEN
Masquers ... and Twelve Nymphs
For the first time I'm dreaming about you
Your silly legs
Your spindly thighs
The slow pleasure that
Unties your arms and eyes
The long intervals
Of breath
You take
Between what you might not do
And what is what
To get your time
And place
Your Quantities and Properties
In line
Your Quiddities in the old crazy
Whimsical dis- and flimsy-bit-ofOrder
Now I dream of you:
Your hair partaking of the blue
Of sky
Your 'self' full of chevron lights
I dream of you:
Honour, splendour, spectacle
In full view:
A studie of magnificence.
Of majestie and grace
Your natural historie
Presented thus
To celebrate a 'court'
And 'masque'
Is what-it's-at-now
With skinny legs
And silly thighs
And a way you have of lecturing the thin-straight time,
Your knobbled knees
And bird-and-frozen-chicken shoulders
Twelve nymphs of form
All writhing with sea-feathers
An algae-full of horns
I dream of you: my masque and all my queen:
For the first time.
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KEN LINNETT

Seeing Darrell

DARRELL SITS AT THE BREAKFAST TABLE AND CONTEMPLATES
HIS IMAGE
"He could teach us a lesson on how to live. He's got none of our bourgeois
hang-ups." That would be Dennis. Bearded, solemn.
"He honestly doesn't seem to give a stuff about possessions." Max. The women
nodding.
"The. other day, do you know what he did to his car? We were coming along
"

"Unique. What a man. What a life style."
"They say he's lonely but I wouldn't mind that sort of loneliness. Comes and
goes as he pleases." Dennis. Caught up in the system, poor bastard.
"He can get into my pants any time he knocks."
"Christ Helen, that's going a bit far. He may be a rugged specimen and a great
friend but he's not getting into our bedroom."
"Don't worry Dennis. I don't say he wouldn't be dynamite in the cot-far from
it, explosive and imaginative I'm sure-but somehow he's beyond such things. Ever
see the way he churns through those books? Philosophy, psychology, politics. You
name it, he's into it, and he's got a good working knowledge of them all. And he
cares, what's more. It's in his eyes. Sometimes I can't bear to look."
"He's improving with age Helen. I want a go after you so don't knock him
about too much." Devilish Pinky, winking. The girls conspiring. That long hair,
those hipsters. Oh to get inside.
"You're the silly sorts of sluts, the miserable people of the world that he cries
for! Won't you ever understand him?"
"He's complex all right Dennis. Bloody complex."
And of course that wistful, existential sense of humour. Sad, but never sentimental.
Intellectual toughness. An ability to see clearly, to cut through the crap.
That lean, dark-glassed look of paced nights. Compassionate, caring for the
world.
And the quick changes of face. From wink to grimace and back again.
A man relentlessly caught up in the mysteries of life.
That was surely how they thought of him! But to be a little more certain, to
be able to tune in on TV occasionally, to get an instant reading.
Why not another visit tonight? Dennis, Helen, Pinky, Max. Yes. Already he
had some items prepared. He'd tell perhaps of another of the greater problems of
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the age. Wasn't it he who had introduced them to experi-dimensional shock, who'd
held them rapt as he paced that lounge? And hadn't he, standing in the shallows
in John Lennon glasses, given them a whole new concept in revolutions? Hair
flowing, a touch of stubble. But not here, not in sunny conservative Australia for
a long time. The dive underwater to give it a finish. Barrels of oxygen. Surfacing
metres away to swim powerful pull-through strokes to depths they held in awe.
G lasses still in place.
And, they might ask, which of the reds tonight Darrell? Hardly important he
would answer when they're mutilating peasants in South America. That'd topple
the values.
DARRELL CONTINUES TO SIT AND THINK AS HIS PARENTS
INTERRUPT
"What are you grinning at lazy arse? Your eggs poking faces at you?"
Watch it old man. I'll upend the table and hurl it across the room. One handed.
"Eat your eggs dear, they're getting cold."
"Cold's bloody right. Wonder he hasn't frozen to death from inactivity. Sixteen
going on twenty-eight! Ten years since he left school and what's he got to show
for it? What are you going to be when you grow up? Darrell?"
(When I was twenty-eight I had .... When I
Left school at twelve ....
Imagine that .... Depression .... Men were men
We knew what had to
be done .... )
And tonight? Time to go tribal? That would be the message.
To be cut, painfully initiated at thirteen. Fixing them one by one-Helen, Pinky,
Max, Dennis-with his eyes just a little above their heads. To be left in the bush
for weeks. To return in triumph. Take this woman, hunt those animals. Find these
roots, those berries. You man now. No mistake. Hand over mouth, a few muffled
war cries. But seriously folk (face to the mantel piece, hand up the wall), this is
our crisis. Western society manufacturing the longest period of adolescence in
history. The greatest stretch of non-identity the world has known. And you people
want to know why you've got problems! Turning to face them slowly. People can't
see how they fit in. Finding the clues is like a treasure hunt despite the glossy
advertisements. A treasure hunt despite .... Yes.
"Coming in last night do you know what I saw? Coming in from a shift sonny.
Note that. Caught the great bloody baby in front of the mirror. Knees bent, torso
back. A classic pose. Playing Greek gods I take it. Sixteen going on twenty-eight!
(When I was twelve .... Depression .... Men were .... They knew what had
to be done .... )
DARRELL DECIDES TO COUNTER-PUNCH
"I know. I know. You knew what had to be done. So did the natives. You
slobbing old prick!"
Door slammed with definite force. No hint of violence, still in control. But
not slobbing; slobbERing, silly bastard.
DARRELL DISCUSSED IN HIS ABSENCE
"He didn't touch his eggs."
"Fuck his eggs! Even they were looking at him, accusing him. That's why he
didn't touch them."
"Oh dear! I forgot to tell him about that phone call. Dennis rang. He doesn't
want Darrell over there tonight."
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"Get him on the intercom. He'll be on his bed. I'm going in to lay down."
"You've just got up."
"I'm tired. Get him on the intercom."
"You know I don't like using this thing."
"Use it like they do on TV."
DARRELL AND HIS MOTHER EXCHANGE MESSAGES
"Darrell? Darrell, are you there?"
"Yes mamaaaaa. This is your little boy." Squeaky voice. "This is your capitaaahn speaking." Italian deep. "Over and out. Pineapple swordfish."
"Darrell, Dennis rang early this morning. He said to tell you not to visit them
tonight. Helen is ill."
IN HIS DEN DARRELL RE-ASSESSES
Okay, so that's the way they want to play; they plan to go on without me. I'll
come through the window. I'll plug straight in. Sing songs of pollution, revolution,
disintegration. Plug out. Backwards through the window. Pausing, caught in the
frame. Wig hanging on the sill, rustling in the breeze. Off into the night. They'll
be sick with desire.
DARRELL MAKES AN ANNOUNCEMENT
"Mother? Mother? DB6 to control. Are you listening? I'm going out now. I
don't want you to panic but I may never be back. I'm going down town for a
shoot out. It's me or the gang. In case I do return layout some for the night.
Jump on some jeans, rip the top buttons from a body shirt. Over and out."
DARRELL MAKES AN OUTSIDE CALL
Now twin cams, do your worst. Broadside an inconspicuous phone booth.
Clutch, quick, smooth change. They're watching from the footpath, remember
they're watching. That man on the corner. He knows. He knows I'm watching him
watching me watching the lights.
"Mr Dennis Peabody? Don't move, we've got you on six lines. This is a muzzled
mouth speaking through a crumpled tie. Surgery prepared. Bring your wife in
immediately. Wear tinted glasses, smoke Cosmopolitan Cigarellos, sling her over
your shoulder. We'll pretend it's a routine check-up."
DARRELL RETURNS
"Darrell! Thank god you're home! I was getting worried. Dennis rang minutes
ago. He said if you don't stop pestering them he's going to ring the police. His
wife has a nervous condition. You used to be such good friends."
"Too late mother. The whole force are after me. I've just shot a cop."
"Darrell! "
"Don't worry it was a fair fight, but they'll never listen. I'll be a political
prisoner. He provoked me, an agent provocateur, I'll swear. He waved me across
the road. I walked. He waved me back. I knew the score. I knocked him down,
straight right. I kept walking but I could feel his beady eyes in the back of my
head. He was going for his gun. I turned and waited to let him have first shot. It
whistled past my left ear. I took careful aim and shot him down in warm blood.
It's still spilling across the road. No cameras, no crowd. A nice, clean job."
"Darrell, I think I'm going to faint."
"Don't be dramatic mother. I'm going to my room."
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DARRELL APPLIES PEN TO PAPER
I've been too rough. I'll write to them all. I'll write position papers, state the
case with wit and lucidity and leave them to their own devices.
Dear Dennis and Helen
Only I know how hard I've been. Yes, at times I admit
I have played an over-willing game. You expect a child soon. You have a fine
little home, despite the jokes I find it sweet. You have a garage for your car.
You will be promoted soon Dennis, and I think your beard is neatly trimmed.
Helen, you will make a fine mother, you cook and sew so well. Don't let those
damned liberationists near you. Farewell friends. By the time you read this I will
be cutting cane in Queensland.
Cutting cane in Queensland? Drilling for diamonds in Johannesburg? Perhaps
... Gone to a better place?
Max and Pinky
Dear friends, my final note because only you two could understand. Helen (just a brief affair, you probably didn't know, would have preferred
you Pinky, apologies Max), and Dennis are too busy being promoted. My mother
is hung up on eggs. My father has the ability to sleep it off. But even you two,
perceptive as you are, cannot be aware of the depths to which I have sunk. I am
an alcoholic! Yes friends, an alcoholic! Oh I fought, I wrestled with it. You can't
know how titanic the struggle, but the demon drink has me pinned to the floor.
If only I could end the confession there, truthfully say that I had lain bare my
miserable condition in naked totality. But alcoholism forms a mere curtain-raiser
to the sordid climax, a climax I feel compelled to reveal. I am a drug addict! Oh
yes. I see your faces turn white, contort in horror. But there you are: drug addict,
alcoholic, the other afflictions you know of. I am a rare case indeed. I can't find
myself in the books. Sometimes I can't even see myself. I hope you can begin to
understand. I'm mainlining on heroin and Fosters. Please don't attend my funeral.
I want a nice, clean job.
Dear mother and father
I love you both but I can't face the eggs. If I stayed any
longer I'd have to murder the chooks. I'm going walkabout. There are still tribes
in Africa. I just need a spear, a loin cloth, some basic equipment and a role in a
small tribe.
Your loving son sixteen going on twenty-eight.
DARRELL'S MOTHER ENTERS THE WRITER'S DEN AND SOME
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRATEGY IS EMPLOYED
"Darrell! You've got paper all over the room. What a mess! Max just rang.
He and Pinky are coming over to see you tonight. They don't want you to get
excited. They'll only stay half an hour to see how you are. Isn't that nice of them?
I was going to clean out the lounge today anyway and we can have tea and some
of those nice. biscuits I baked yesterday. This afternoon you should have a good
sleep."
"They are not coming mother."
"Why ever not Darrell?"
"They're not coming. I'm not ready. I haven't got any clothes. I'm putting on
weight. I haven't done my reading. I'll bolt the doors and stone them through the
windows."
"You're becoming excited Darrell. Do you want me to call the doctor?"
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"You do that mother and I'll diagnose him. I'll beat him to a pulp. I'll put him
in a category. I've got friends. I'll let out a contract on him. And on Max, and on
Pinky. I'll have. their legs smashed."
"Darrell, you haven't got a friend in the world."
"Mother, you're putting on your helmet but I can see right inside your head."
"People are laughing at you Darrell. They think you're nothing but an overgrown baby. A gutless wonder who can't cope."
"If those creepy friends of yours come here tonight I will crawl into the lounge
in a nappy and I will sit on the floor and scream and kick for an all-day sucker."
"When Max and Pinky come tonight Darrell you won't be here. You'll be back
in the. Home where you belong."
DARRELL SAYS HE IS FRIGHTENED BUT CAN WE BELIEVE HIM?
"Mother, I'm frightened."
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MARK ENGLISH

The River
The wide river is quite sick of us now,
Forever throwing up at our feet on
The sand all that tired muscles will allowAssorted tops of bottles, a section
Of once.-clear-plastic hos.e, small dead fish with
Startled eyes, all toys for our distraction.
Be thankful for them; don't invoke a Myth;
Be rankled at the carelessness of men
In boats: don't wonder what may still abide
Below, dark and too heavy for the heaving tide.
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Colin Johnson: An Interview

Colin Johnson (centre) with Barry Oakley and Fay Zwicky
at the University of Western Australia.

In her introduction to Colin Johnson's Wild Cat Falling (Angus and Robertson,
1965) Mary Durack comments that the author is the first person of Aboriginal
blood to express himself in the novel form.
After an extended period in India and elsewhere Colin Johnson has returned
to Australia. Readers of Westerly would have noticed his return to fiction with
the story 'A Missionary Would I Have Been' in Westerly, No.1, 1975. He has
been engaged more recently in writing a film script based on Wild Cat Falling.
The following interview was videotaped at Mount Lawley College on 9 July
1975. The interviewers are Bruce Bennett and Laurie Lockwood.
BRUCE:

CoLIN:

Colin, it's good to see you in Western Australia. I believe you left
Western Australia in 1958 or thereabouts. How long have you been in
Australia since then and what have you been doing?
From '58 I was in Melbourne just writing, mainly, and working in the
Public Service, just settling down and doing things everyone else does.
Then I went to India round about '64 through Thailand, Malaysiahitchhiking all around and then across to London where I stayed about
three months. I would have liked to have seen something of it but was
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stoned for three months and I did not see very much-you know 8t Paul's
and all those places people are supposed to have seen. Then I came back,
it was six months ago, from India. It was the second trip. The first time
in India I didn't like it; the second time I stayed between six and seven
years.
Mainly in Calcutta you were telling me.
Yes, mainly in Calcutta. There is a thing called "The Universe". Calcutta is one of the heralds.
This Indian experience interests me a great deal because the story that
you published just recently in Westerly is set in India. It is a very
different kind of story from Wild Cat Falling and it suggests that your
writing has been influenced very greatly by that experience in India.
I was working for a Buddhist journal in India and in India they have
prose which is very lush. It's like Victorian prose and to write like one
does in Australia is considered not done. It's too sparse for India, so I
was writing Indian prose in India. It came through in my own writing,
but when I came back to Australia it's become less lush. Of course
Australian is much sparser I think.
Yes, I think the tradition from Lawson and following is perhaps of a
tight-lipped stoical realism and I know that a number of readers have
felt rather uncomfortable with what they feel is the romantic excess of
your story. It has also a kind of sexual liberation, if you can put it that
way, which seems not to be fully accepted in Australian society.
Sex is liberated. Anything goes now, but here underneath all this sort of
sexual-what is it-liberation, and so on, is a core of mysticism, sort
of entering down into a subterranean passage-way and going there seeing
God and war, and then coming out and finding that there has been this
huge flood and so many people have been killed and all the hillsides are
scarred. This means the sexual bit is not very important here.
The symbolism is very strongly sexual, though, isn't it, through that
story, so that there is a mixture of mysticism and sexual experienceerotic experience?
In Kundalini yoga most of its symbolism, if not all, is strongly sexual.
It is based on the orgasm and also linga/yoni which means penis/vagina
and the contact and so on and semen, menstrual fluid; all this is used.
If we could get back to Wild Cat Falling for the moment, you're in
Perth partly to work on the screenplay of a film of Wild Cat Falling
aren't you? Are you re-writing that story much?
Well, I have re-written it to quite a great extent mainly because I have
changed now; in the 50's and early 60's I was still very innocent. Now
I have seen too much to be innocent any more and also I am more
committed whereas the character in Wild Cat was lost and he just
stumbled around and got nowhere. Then he ended up coming to grips
with white society and seeing compassion in the eyes of a cop or something like that. But now, because of the change which has happened,
it is confrontation, which means more. You don't worry about compassion in the eyes of anyone els.e; you confront him with what you
are, and take it right up to shooting it out. So now the script has been
changed to put these in and also there is more solidarity now. Before
in the 50's the thing was "every man for himself". Everything has
changed.
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Is it possible then to call it Wild Cat Falling? I mean it sounds completely different. It's a different situation altogether than the novel.
Yes, he fights. He has an inner strength. In the book he hasn't.
So then your experience has expanded and the novel itself changes into
another novel.
Well, a script always varies from the story it's scripted from; but it has
changed to another story.
And the way you are talking about it makes it sound as though you
have become more interested in some of the revolutionary movements,
for instance Black Power. Is that the case?
Well, I was reading the autobiography of Malcolm X a while ago and
his life and my life are roughly similar, except that I didn't have the
Klu Klux Klan riding down when I was being born, but the separation
from the prevailing society and the need to exert oneself was there.
But it must be harder in a way that, for instance, in Australian society
you are as Aborigines just quietly kept on the periphery of our thinking,
whilst surely in America the Klu Klux Klan as you say are.... It is
confrontation there and it must be harder in the Australian experience
to react against this and find somewhere to go.
Well Charles Perkins is saying we need a Black Power movement here
but in America there are 8 million negroes or blacks and here there
are only thirty thousand, I think, in Western Australia. So the numbers
are so small that it is almost impossible to have any sort of movement
at all.
Colin, do you have any trouble reconciling your Buddhist beliefs with
these revolutionary notions?
No, I don't think so. Neo Buddhism in India is also very revolutionary.
Dr Amberkar, he was the Leader. He was supposed to have been poisoned. He stated that every man has the right to carry a gun and defend
his freedom or his rights. So roughly it is Neo Buddhism which is
followed.
Nevertheless you wouldn't see your work as becoming propaganda for
Buddhism? You would see a difference between writing a novel which
had some kind of validity as a work of art and writing a piece of
propaganda for a religious or for a social cause?
Well, I write from myself and what I experience and this has changed
in the process of writing to reach something. If you have pure Buddhist
propaganda or pure Black propaganda it doesn't come through. But you
have to have a story I think.
The story of Wild Cat Falling, I take it, was largely drawn from your
own experience and there is a very strong thrust in that novel towards
freedom isn't there? The image of constriction in prison, and then the
image of freedom. It seems to me to be the principle around which the
book is organized.
It wasn't exactly freedom, it was the search for a centre to his life.
That's where the old man comes in and this old man symbolises the
search for a valid philosophy of life.
This brings us back to Buddhism with the idea of a Master, a person
who has "the way" and is of assistance to somebody who hasn't if that
person gives himself to the Master.
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Yes, this is right. In Aboriginal culture also, the elders were the top dog
in the society and were looked up to and they were the law makers and
the law holders and just about everything else, and it goes from the
elders to the youngers, the young people. And this is also in India. The
old people are the law holders, they have the wisdom. And they can
tell the young people how to go.
In relation to that then you would see your philosophy as not simply one
that derives out of your Aboriginal background but also one which has
an international flavour?
Well yes, society in Australia which is supposedly based on freedom is
completely phoney. The capitalist system is pretty awful and unless
you can change the system there is no change which is possible within
the society for the better. And you need to change to something better,
because this society is just consuming itself slowly. Possibly we are too
corrupted now to change but the young people when they come along.
. . . But maybe too much is being corrupted of life to even think about
joining in the mess anymore.
In other words, you would think that the move is not only from minority
groups within a Capitalist society as you say, but everybody is in the
same sort of situation.
Well everyone is, yes, and you need a better society. In fact the individual is too much emphasised in the so-called free world. The individual
is really nothing. But as it is we are being corrupted by the American
view of freedom of the individual. Unless he's a collective whole he's
nothing and possibly this is why the Aborigine situation is such a mess.
Because there is no collectivity and you will be destroyed sooner or later.
Because there is no centre and no valid philosophy. It's all out for one's
self. To get into this society you need a car and a house and you're
made.
Do you see your role in the future as being committed to this society
in Australia or will you continue to be an international wanderer?
I am not committed to this society. I can exist in it.
You don't want to exist in it in order to change it?
I don't think I can change it.
Perhaps the point is, what is your function? What do you see your
function as in society?
Oh man, to live out my life and then to die and possibly I might change
a few people from my writing.
The hope I think of those who've been following your writing is that
more is going to follow. Are you, have you done anything recently apart
from Wild Cat and the short story?
I've finished one rather long story which is based on my experiences in
India and also I haVe another one, a sort of erotic one which is very
'romanticky' again, and another one set in a meditation camp in India.
These all have a strong international flavour about them. What I am
writing now belongs to the counter culture.
Even in Wild Cat you were interested in the sub-culture of the beatnik
groups.
In Wild Cat it was the 'bodgies'. Yes, more or less I've always been
interested in sub-groups. Of course I never wanted to belong to society
as a whole and possibly this comes from my own experiences because
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we were never accepted in this society. So it comes out we don't want to
be accepted in this society anymore. There is no point in being accepted.
Our whole ethos and morals are different.
Then, is there any possibility of simply stepping to one side and going
your own way and maintaining a level which you feel is tenable?
Possibly.
Is that what you're doing at the moment?
Well at the moment I am doing that, yes, but I am living in the past
because all my writing I have now to finish dates from India, so I
haven't got very much time for Australia. But if I stay in Australia I
will be naturally writing about Australia again. I am moving my experiences.
What is your stimulus to write? Is it just being in the country? You say
writing about Australia in Australia. What actually starts you writing?
One day you sit down and say "man, I must write"! And you start
writing. And then also you see a situation and you say that could make
a good story and then all the other situations you have passed through
and so on, experiences come in and sort of fertilise it and then you sit
down and like what you are writing and you continue writing it until
you are finished.
You're not a. collector, you don't go around with a notebook taking
down experiences as you go in order to build a story?
No, not now. Possibly I will in the future. 'Cos I think now I'm 36.
When you pass 30 your mind becomes a little settled or fixated and then
the creative process slows down and then you do a lot more research.
You start doing research, you start taking from life rather than from
inside yourself and changing.
And the process of art, perhaps that becomes more serious as a thing
in itself?
Not exactly, I think before 30 you do more art. After, you do more
writing and less art. 'Cos now I am thinking of doing a story about
Pigeon, the Aborigine who revolted against the whites in the Kimberleys.
Well most of this, what I would write, would be research rather than
getting it from my own head and inventing a story.
So it becomes hard work?
Yeah. It becomes hard work.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Meeting William Golding In Perth
Like gulls, the writers seraH around
this bearded messenger.
Flicker of eyes and jab of beaks.
Surge of sweet sherry, and olives strewn
like bladder-wrack on rocks.
Cake? Sausage rolls? Fresh fish? Quickly.
What else
is there time to say? Surge.
The Visitors Book a vortex, while the. weeds
bubble and sway back. Flash bulbs, gull cries:
"Are you a member?" Handshake. Wash of President's Speech.
And the island is clear again.
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IAN TEMPLEMAN

The Fremantle Arts Centre

The Fremantle Arts Centre is housed in one of the State's major historic buildings.
Situated in walled gardens on the fringe of the busy city centre, it overlooks the
jigsaw skyline of the State's major port. The mid-Nineteenth Century building's
architectural style has been described as "Colonial Gothic". It was designed by the
Controller-General of the Colony, Colonel Henderson, as an asylum for "deranged
convicts". Built by convict labour using local materials such as limestone, the
Western Australian hardwood Jarrah and the native Sheoak for shingles, the
asylum was constructed on high ground "with a good view of the sea". In addition
to the local materials imported Oregon, Redwood and Cedar were used in interior
joinery. The building was opened in July 1865.
During the next thirty years a number of additions were made in harmony with
the original building style. At the turn of the century, due to adverse publicity
regarding overcrowding and the treatment of patients, a Government enquiry was
held and as a result the asylum was closed. The next sixty years saw the building put
to a variety of uses; immediately after 1900 as a Home for Women, in the 1940's
a Headquarters for American Naval Forces and in the postwar period a venue for
technical education courses. By 1957 the condition of the building had deteriorated
considerably and it was threatened with demolition. In 1958 the then Mayor of
Fremantle, Sir Frederick Samson, called a meeting of interested citizens to discuss
the possibility of restoring the building. Subsequently a Fremantle City Council
decision determined that the building should be restored and transformed into a
Museum and Arts Centre.
The Fremantle City Council, supported by the Board of the Western Australian
Museum, proceeded with this idea and in 1964 approached the State Government
with a proposal that one wing of the building could be used as a branch of the
Western Australian Museum, with the emphasis on the display of historic Westraliana. This proposal was accepted and essential State Government financial assistance assured. Similar financial assistance was given several years later, when the
second wing of the building was restored and opened in 1973 as the Fremantle
Arts Centre.
In establishing the Arts Centre, the Fremantle City Council recognised that
leisure time activities in the arts were of equal importance to the sports facilities
the Council already made available to the community. Accordingly, plans were
developed to establish a centre which would offer the community both exhibitions
and studio and workshop facilities in the arts. In late 1972 the first Director of the
Ian Templeman is Director oj the Fremantle Arts Centre, which is situated at 1 Finnerty Street,
Fremantle.
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Fremantle Arts Centre-View from the South

Courtyard Fremantle Arts Centre

Centre was appointed and charged with establishing policy guidelines for the
Centre's operation and to project future development.
Prior to the opening of the Arts Centre, the City Council had established a Trust
Fund of $100,000. Every endeavour was made to increase this Trust Fund to a
target mark of $500,000 with donations from private industry and commerce. It
was planned that interest from this Trust Fund should then contribute towards the
running costs of the Centre. It was also hoped that State and Federal funding
agencies concerned with the arts would also make contributions to the operational
costs of this new project. Disappointingly, in the first two years of operation the
Trust Fund had not attracted the sponsorship of the private sector to the extent
anticipated.
Initially the Arts Centre's operation centred around five basic aims:1. To act as a venue for the creative and performing arts for the citizens of
Fremantle and the wider general public. This was to be achieved through
exhibitions of visual arts, crafts and performances of music, dance and
drama.
2. To provide an integrated complex of studios for professional artists in
residence to allow such artists to extend their creative talents and at the
same time encourage the general public to come to understand some aspects
of the creative process and not only view the finished art object in an
exhibition.
3. To act as a centre for education through and in the arts by the provision
of subscription courses, lectures and studio workshops, thus allowing the
community to participate in these activities and develop their own creative
talents and interests.
4. To provide facilities for the permanent exhibition of the work of Western
Australian craftsmen. This exhibition material was to be carefully selected
to maintain high standards, from which visitors could purchase samples of
locally produced craftwork.
5. To provide a venue for other community groups interested in the arts, in
which to hold meetings, lectures, displays and seminars.
These policy guidelines were laid down prior to the opening of the Arts Centre
to the general public early in 1973. These aims have remained the basis of development during the first two years of the Centre's operation, with new projects integrated within these original terms of reference.
Underlying these basic aims there was the intention that the Arts Centre should
be a place of activity and not only static exhibitions. Also there should be a close
integration of activities covering all the arts and encouragement for the professional
and leisure time artist to work alongside one another, thus mutually benefitting
through discussion and informal contact.
In its exhibition programme the Fremantle Arts Centre endeavours to fulfil an
alternative role to the Western Australian Art Gallery, situated in Perth. There are
two main gallery areas in the Centre, a large, beautifully proportioned room which
houses most of the temporary exhibitions, in addition to the smaller Print Gallery
which has a more intimate setting and is used primarily for temporary exhibitions
of prints, jewellery or ceramics.
During 1974-75 there were 19 separate exhibitions staged at the Arts Centre.
Four of these exhibitions were concerned with ethnic art: Melanesian Artifacts,
Graphic Art by the Eskimos of Canada, Contemporary Indonesian Batiks and
West African Masks. There were four exhibitions of various crafts during the year,
three of them were concerned with contemporary crafts: Glass by Ron Street, the
exhibition entitled "Concepts", the work of five Melbourne craftsmen, enamel
miniatures by Ross Williams and a historical exhibition entitled "Victorian and
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Edwardian Dolls". The year's programme featured in addition two exhibitions of
photography and seven exhibitions which displayed primarily paintings, drawings
or prints.
The City of Fremantle also has a permanent collection, originally established by
a number of pictures presented by Sir Claude Hotchin to the City of Fremantle.
During the two years' operation of the Centre this small permanent collection has
been added to with further purchases. The new additions have been mainly drawings and prints by Australian artists with a national reputation and as wide a
representation as possible of the work of artists living in Western Australia.
The courtyard of the Arts Centre is a charming venue for outdoor entertainment during the summer months. A traditional part of the Centre's programme has
been the establishment of Summer Music. This programme operates each Sunday
afternoon during January, February and the first two weeks of March, when there
is a free recital in the Courtyard. The programme itself covers a wide range of
musical interests, from string quartets to brass bands, choirs and folk groups. These
concerts attract family audiences who can sit on the grass at leisure listening to
music and then spend some time examining the latest temporary exhibition in the
Main Gallery. The Courtyard has also seen theatre performances such as "Under
Milkwood", "Antigone", the locally written and produced "Swan River Saga" and
plays for children such as "The Mad Hatter Meets Father Christmas" and
"Clumpy". During the winter months when the Courtyard is not a suitable venue,
the Main Gallery has provided the setting for programmes of chamber music,
poetry readings, madrigal singers and lectures by distinguished visiting speakers.
In 1974 the Arts Centre established a scheme of painters and craftsmen in
residence. The primary aim of the scheme was to give opportunities to committed
painters and craftsmen living in Western Australia to buy time to work without
interruption for a year at their professional art interest. Funds for the programme
came from the Visual Arts Board and Crafts Board of the Australia Council. The
project has been successful in establishing appreciation by the public of the role of
the artist in the community. The first two artists-in-residence were the painters Ian
Wroth and Garry Zeck. They were encouraged to carry out a limited teaching programme and keep in touch with the public. At the end of the fellowship period,
late in 1974 and early in 1975, both painters held successsful exhibitions of their
work.
In mid-1974 the two painters-in-residence were joined by two craftsmen-inresidence, the potter Jean Robins and the weaver Henny Cote. Both these craftsmen expressed the opinion that working within a complex of inter-disciplinary arts
has proved beneficial to their own work. They were not forced to work in isolation
in a backyard studio or workshop and had opportunity to liaise both with the
public and other artists working within the Centre. The exhibition by the two
resident craftsmen opened at the Arts Centre in July and the quality of the work
on exhibition proved beyond doubt that, given the right conditions and opportunity
to experiment and extend their talents, Western Ausralian craftsmen can reach a
professional level worthy of national recognition.
It is disappointing that funds for these projects to continue have been refused
by the Visual Arts Board and Crafts Board for the coming year. The whole programme has been of great interest to the general community and of benefit to the
artists. The Centre is now planning approaches to State authorities to ascertain
whether assistance can be given to these programmes continuing in 1976.
Since the initial intensive Summer Arts programme conducted at the Centre in
January 1973, community participation in the regular workshop and studio courses
has played a fundamental role in the Centre's programme. Public response and
demand has determined the expansion of the number and range of courses offered.
This applies particularly to workshop programmes in pottery, metal crafts, creative
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Jewellery Workshop

Summer Music Series Courtyard

Children's Pottery Workshop

Screen Printing Studio

writing and music. There are now three sets of eleven week courses conducted
under the general title of Autumn Arts, Winter Arts and Spring Arts. These are
eleven week programmes with studio sessions of two to three hours each week.
The Summer Arts programme covers an intensive two week programme where
students participate in activities each day.
A new record of participation in the regular workshop courses was established
during the Winter Arts series of 1975, the total enrolment exceeding 400. It was
interesting to note the students represented by these enrolments came from 79
suburbs, scattered throughout the Perth Metropolian Area. Clearly, the Fremantle
Arts Centre is serving a regional role rather than simply a municipal one.
Since its establishment, the Display Centre has attracted interstate visitors and
tourists from overseas. Many visitors find this the only opportunity they have to
purchase the work of local craftsmen at moderate prices and be assured of quality
products. The crafts represented in the Display Centre include silver, pottery,
batiks, screen printing, hand-spun wool, hand woven fabrics, copper enamelling,
wood carving and hand turned wood work. During the past year there have been
39 Western Australian craftsmen represented in the Display Centre exhibitions.
A new area of activity established during 1974-75 has been the launching of
two publications, "Patterns", a poetry magazine and "Pinup", a literary poster.
The aim of the poetry magazine "Patterns" was to produce a quality publication,
well designed, which was a suitable format for the publication of young poets and
their more experienced colleagues. At the time "Patterns" was launched, there was
no other journal which published the work of these writers, other than the University literary quarterly Westerly. "Patterns" has received good public support and
in the initial promotion period annual subscriptions have come from all over
Australia. Each issue of "Patterns" features 20 poems and a selection of photographs created by some of the exciting young photographers working in Western
Australia at present. A small guarantee against loss for the first three issues of the
publication was received from the Literature Board of the Australia Council.
"Pinup" is an experimental project aimed at making more widely known the
work of Western Australian writers. It is designed as a poster and each issue is
devoted to the work of a single writer, either in poetry or prose. Poems or prose
are designed with accompanying graphics to ensure that the poster is attractive
and could be pinned up on a school notice board, kitchen door, or in a public
place, ensuring that the writer's work is made easily available to a wider public.
It is also made available to the general public through the Arts Centre at 20c per
copy and distributed without charge to Associate Members of the Centre.
Linked to these publication activities of the Centre, a new scheme will be
initiated in 1975-76. This is to publish the work of Western Australian writers
under the label "Centrepress". The Arts Centre now has the facilities to compose
type and design small publications. It is hoped the establishment of "Centrepress"
will overcome the problem writers in Western Australia experience in having their
work published.
The Fremantle Arts Centre operates under the management and with financial
backing of the City of Fremantle. In the two years of operation the Fremantle
Arts Centre has demonstrated it is playing a regional rather than a munipical role.
During 1974-75 there were 94,000 visitors to the Arts Centre. These people came
to look at exhibitions, performances, or simply stroll through the pleasant atmosphere the building itself creates. The Arts Centre has not yet realised its full
potential. Plans for the future include an "Outreach" programme, to contact portions of the community who are yet unaware of the Centre's programme of workshop and studio activity. There is also a need for a more intensive programme
for schools and it is hoped some of these aims will be realised with assistance
from State and Federal authorities in the coming years.
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R. F. BRISSENDEN

Michal
This is remembered: the half-naked man
Dancing his prayer before the yelling streetThe sweating, hoarse-voiced singer lifting his feet,
Hands, voice in praise; above him his bitch-queen
Watching, despising in her heart her own
Husband and king. She sniffs the smoke and dust,
Hears trumpets bray, men shout, girls squeal their lust,
And sees the spittle drying on the stone.
David comes in. The unforgiveable words
Burn in her mouth: 'You made yourself a free
Fine show before those screaming sluts today.'
And he, who loves her still: 'I am the Lord's
Annointed and before Him 1 shall play.
I'll take those whores. You'll bear no son to me.'
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KEVIN HART

Winter Portraits
I
Walking in the city sees himself caught
in a two-dimensional world
stops
the shopwindow
& everything else
flatly resolves himself
simply
into something he can see
he. never wanted that
it scares him

Crowds move
do not change like faces

slowly &
that worries him

looses color
The tree behind him
he turns quickly
in his new world
it still exists
the world moves faster faces
pass at odd angles
Being so close
to his new world
he blocks out sections of it
behind him
he realises
steps
& knocks over a little girl
picks
back
smiles
strokes her hand
peers
her up
at their reflection in the window
& is assured of the distance between them
II
In the. milkbar
he hangs over the table
fingers
as if it were a card-game
the ash-tray
importantly
nothing
not even trivia
escapes him
Enter girl
tall-brownhaired-boobs-like-apples
from one preoccupation
his eyes shift
to another
collects himself into
an attitude of mind
defines a suitable smile
Having done it so many times before he knows
& therefore
exactly what it is like
does not need the mirror's
assurance
Girl sits
discreetly
a seat away
sees what he has collected
in the mirror
thinks
then again
for luck
thinks his hair curls
his eyes are
like flames about his head
dilute blue
like sky
& similarly empty
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Being a student of art she imagines his fingers
to hang limply like Dali's clocks
Considers
the mirror again
then regroups herself into
what she is
& leaves like an apology
He sits engrossed watching the. day flicker
& die in front of him
wipes his mind
like a slate
fingers
the ash
carefully
looks up into the mirror & finds that
his smile is afraid of him
III
Wakes
feeling trapped
between the planes of
white sheets
sun
fingers its way in
she
wants a gauge to measure
the day
because then
she could be sure of things
she says
pulling herself
up & blinking the world
into place
Her head
cannot contain her dreams
anymore
they spill
over
she thinks the sky
arches over her like
Ernst
a lover
would like that she says
& begins enclosing herself
into the shape we know
getting dressed
slowly
with a measure of elegance
like an exotic bird inspecting
Eats
its feathers
raisins
mouths a
& then walks
kiss
into the humming
carefully
block of ne;w cold light
that she calls
morning
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DAVID LAKE

Unday
On one kind of day
put a thing down for an instant
and instantly it is lost;
the slice from your butterfingers
homes to the woolliest carpet
(butterside down, of course);
your most top secret plan
smuggles itself, via the bribed wastebasket
to a malicious intray,
while the train and the girl have just left
and there is never, ever
anywhere to park.
On such a day
Troilus methinks tumbled from the Trojan wall
his fall
only partly broken by the Grecian tent
where Cressid lay
with Diomed having a ball.
On such a day
it never snows but blizzards
and the early worms and lizards
invariably get the bird.
On such an Unday there's just one
thing to be donego to bed and stay the·re till next sunrise.
Well, if you're a hero, there is another:
pull yourself together
and flit through the wall
the pacific dateline.
into yestermorrow:
go!
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PATRICK HUTCHINGS

Miriam Stannage, Kodakist

Se rappeler qu'un tableau-avant d'etre un cheval de bataille, une
femme nue, ou une quelconque anecdote-est essentiellement une
surface plane recouverte de couleurs en un certain ordre assemblees.
Maurice Denis l
The word Kodak is the first major proprietary term (of those already
treated in the OED) to be revised. This is a rare instance of a
proprietary term that very rapidly generated extended senses and
derivatives, and then, as the rival brand-names (e.g. Zeiss, Leica, etc.)
proliferated, returned to its original status as a simple brand-name.
The OED defines Kodak as 'a special type of portable photographic
camera with a continuous roll of flexible sensitized film upon which
successive photographic negatives are made', and illustrates it lightly
with examples of the period 1890-99. A verb kodak 'to photograph
with a kodak' is also entered with examples from the same decade,
for example 'Chloe ... insisted on kodaking us all in every conceivable position'. Finally, and somewhat surprisingly, the OED provides
examples from the 1890s for the short-lived derivatives Kodaker,
Kodakist 'one who photographs with a kodak', and for Kodakry.
In our [the OED's] forthcoming supplementary second volume the
definition of Kodak is made more specific ('The proprietary name of
a range of cameras produced by Messrs. Kodak Ltd.') and earlier
(1888) and later examples of this normal sense and of attributive and
transferred uses are added. . . .
R. W. Burchfield2
Miriam Stannage's Kodachrome Transparencies are of course never transparencies:
they are sometimes paintings, sometimes collages, sometimes assemblages, but
whatever they particularly are or are not, they are about painting. Whether the
frame "Kodachrome Transparency Processed by Kodak surrounds an elegantly
efficient piece of trompe l'oeil, or an array of plastic flowers, or a 'hanging' of
kitchen implements, the meaning of the thing is typically the same. The frame
defines the intention, announcing "this image/array /collection ... is about imitating picturing, painting". What is said, or done, with regard to the crucial matter
of painting varies from case to case. And this is important. Academic realism and
abstract non-realism each take a line, set up an orthodoxy, and one that might
Maurice Denis, Du symbolisme au classicisme, Theories, 1912, opening sentence.
R. W. Burchfield. "The Art of the Lexicographer", Journal of the Royal Society of Arts,
May 1975, No 5226, Vol CXXIII pp 349-61.
1

2
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Kodachrome
TRANSPARENCY

1.

2.

Every Player Wins a Prize

Mixed Media 58" x 58"

3.

Two Day Tour of Paris

Mixed Media 58" x 58"

The History of Photography

Mixed Media 58" x 58"

4.

Nude Study-Processed by Kodak

Mixed Media 58" x 58"

DIAPOSITIVE

Kodachrome

Kodachrome
TRANSPARENCY

TRAITE

5.

Still Life with Jewel Beetle

Acrylic on Canvas

6.

Still Life

Mixed Media on Canvas

Kodachrome
TRANSPARENCY

Kodachrome
TRANSPARENCY

PROCESSE.D
BY KODAK

E•. .• . . j. .• . . .• . . . . . . . •. . . . ·.•·'.

.••.•.•'"

ii111\

,.'

7.

Flower Study

Mixed Media 58" x 58"

8.
Mixed Media on Canvas

Studio Wall

,

.

aim to be exclusive: 'this is all that can be done in and about painting, this limits
what can be said'. Quite undogmatic, Miriam Stannage is prepared to let a number
of things be done and said; and she is not inconsistent, not eclectic, but just open
minded. And witty with it.
It is the wit that redeems what might be for some people the effrontery of for
example, Kodak-framing a sheet of wood-grain, fake match-lining, contact plastic
and hanging a row of real kitchen tools on it. If this were not funny it might be,
as the cockneys say, "a dead liberty". But of course the history of twentieth
century art is full of dead liberties: and the "dead" can be read in two senses. The
C20 free-wheeling art objects can become "free improvisations of the imagination" ,3 and so aesthetic, if the control is just right: or they can fall into total
unaesthetic banality if it is not.
Miriam Stannage is quite prepared to come close to banality, even to court it:
though hardly ever in the same way twice. Her pretty array of plastic flowers, like
her kitchen objects, fish slices, ladle, potato masher and what not, steer dangerously close to life, and away from art. They approach, perilously if not to lived
life, at least to shop display life, that low art which so ubiquitously surrounds us
that we hardly notice it. But Miriam Stannage's "Project for a Two Day Walk in
Paris" inclines in quite another direction, towards a totally different limit of
commonplaceness, towards conceptual art. For the practising painter, conceptual
art is in no way mysterious and it remained, in trade circles, radical chic for the
obligatory, and minimal, six months. So it, being now about the place like window
dressing, can properly be assimilated into a series of Stannage pictures/objectsabout-picturing-objects. What the "Project" says about the relationship: artobjects:: idea:: image:: prime-objects can be read off easily enough: simply contrast
Miriam Stannage's studiedly naive, but beautifully professional, map-projection in
the "Project" with its hyper-lucid prototypes in the Michelin Green Guide, Paris
et sa banlieu, and this is done, you are as "in" on the joke as it is possible to be.
It is a visual joke, of course, and you see the point in, literally seeing the contrast
of images.
Most attractive perhaps to most people are, and for predictable reasons, Miriam
Stannage's tromp l'oeil or trompe and mixed media images/ objects, the "Studio
Wall" and the "Studio Table Top" for example. "Studio Wall" is, as one recalls,
who has been there, an almost exact transcription of the actual wall of an earlier
workroom than the artist's present one, and it happens to combine both cuttings
like those taped on to that wall, (the very cuttings, themselves?), and beautifully
hand-faked copies of such things. The handmade is placed on the same visual and
physical plane as, and in open competition with, real objects; the hand-made
completes even with a glossy art gallery calendar, a photographic record of
canonized hand-mades. This is very stylish; and for a painter it is very dangerous.
Miriam Stannage, however, brings it off so smoothly that it looks easy. But it is
not easy at all: and if you want to see this, just look again. Look at the visual
fit of it all, and the effortlessness of the transitions.
One anonymous but perceptive critic hit off a telling, a diagnostic, detail of the
Stannage style, which is smooth and efficient to a degree that makes it almost
self-effacing: "She paints the masking tape bits on, and they look like real masking
tape." Quite so, and this is not, of course as difficult for a painter to do as it
would seem to a layman to be. But what is difficult is the articulation of the found
object to the imitated one. A less kind critic was no less perceptive: "But all
Stannages look the same: the painted illusion ones, or the ones with real things
3 See Kant's Critique oj L'Esthetic Judgement, and much subsequent, and consequent, aesthetic
theory.
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stuck and hung on them." And so they do: And so they were meant to. The point
was taken by the critic, but its sense missed.
Though we have just two categories: object, image, the relationships between
image and object are innumerable. To make a series of pictures/assemblages on
the relationships between objects and images homogenize, to make them ulook
the same", is an accomplishment. And it is one brought off in the interests of an
important contrast; that, namely, between the fact that we try on the one hand
to operate with the bare two categories, object and image, while, on the other hand,
knowing that the relationship between things in the two categories are, infinite.
Stannage's paintings are about painting in a highly reflective way: There are more
manners of imaging objects then setting them down in Trompe l'oeil, and Miriam
Stannage tries most of the modes; including pure illusionism itself.
Not, of course, that what one has imputed to Ms Stannage as intention need
be imputed to her in just this pedantic way. Painters are not necessarily aestheticians, and the description of what they do, set out by aestheticians, often surprises
painters, or irritates them-and it very occasionally flatters them. But this is not
too much to be wondered at: painters "do aesthetics", willy nilly as M. Jourdain
spoke prose. But it is not aesthetics that the painter thinks about: it is simply
painting, and the rest comes along with the painting.
What fascinates one about Ms Stannage's so abstract, so generalized, visual
comments on image-making is that they are extremely acute, conceptually: and,
while this is done so beautifully, and so obviously so, she keeps mum, stays wordless. Ms Stannage does not explain her paintings: she does not talk about them.
This makes them, very much, her statements.
In a verbal culture we associate reflections and thought with a verbal expression
of it: Ms Stannage seems, and especially in her Kodak series, to make finely
excogitated remarks on the relation of object and image, but to do this in a nonverbal way. Her pictures are articulate: and they are articulate thoughts about their
elements in the sheer setting out of these elements. This is enough.

*

*

*

*

One of the canonical problems of modern painting-some well known art critics
claim that it is the problem of all painting-is to "keep the surface". And Miriam
Stannage's painted and constructed comments on this are neat and pointful.
The notion of "keeping the surface" derives, in twentieth century art doctrine,
from the remark of Maurice Denis quoted in the epigraphs to this essay: 'a
picture, before it is a charger a naked woman etc., is in essence a flat surface
covered with colours assembled in a certain order'. The order is determined by
the motif, by what the picture represents. But whatever the exigencies of representation, and however much the illusion of three dimensional space is sought,
and achieved, the picture must remain in some non-trivial sense, a plane surface.
Triviality it can not but remain, when painted, as flat as it was when the canvas
was first strained on to the stretcher: non-trivially a picture is readable as a kind
of abstract which keeps the flat plane visually flat, despite the fact that it creates
an illusion of depth and at the same time is doing this illusionistic thing. No doubt
this sounds very mysterious, and a number of critics and writers on art have been
at pains to make it very much so; but it is not. A standard trick of eighteenth
century portrait painters was, towards the end of their work on a picture, to stand
the canvas upside down or sideways, and look at it through half closed eyes. This
way, ignoring the precise image as likeness which they had, hitherto, been at pains
to get, they took an all-over or flat surface view. And little adjustments were made
to the painting, adjustments which the client who had ordered a likeness would not
perhaps have missed if they had been omitted. Painters put them in for their own
satisfaction, and for the honour of the art.
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Two Stannages illustrated here, No.1 and No.2, comment on this venerable
problem of 'keeping the surface'. And they comment on the way in which, with a
degree of bad faith, the twentieth century has tended to treat this matter. The
twentieth century move is to be excessively solemn about the whole business, while
at the same time simplifying it, so that it is not really much of a problem at all.
Illusionistic space is kept flat, or illusion is even foregone, and the 'keeping of the
surface' tends to become the whole point of the etiolated exercise.
The array of girlie playing cards "Every Player Wins a Prize" 'keeps the
surface' by putting visually and aesthetically trivial "3D" photographic images on
a surface in such a way that it dominates them, and not them it. Darts are sometimes thrown into this array, by the artist and by invited clients, as a further,
critical, gesture. In the "Writing Pictures", one of which occurs here in the Kodak
series, illustration No.2, 'The History of Photography', the device is much more
subtle, and the effect is to the lay eye, much more attractive. The minimum meaningful modification of a flat surface that Ms Stannage could think of was writing
(writing is a visual-but-not-visual meaning-system of course, and that increases the
joke). Writing is possible in all colours, but colours, on a white plain, and in open
competition, advance, recede, and set up particular spatial relationships with the
plane in virtue of their chromatic ones with one another. The Stannage hand
writing-pictures often fluoresce, by reason of the mutual reaction of the colours,
and in so doing float above or below the plane, which they, nevertheless, "keep",
in keeping it-if moved a few psychic millimetres forward or back-flat. The
results are 'tartans' or 'shadowed checks' of an op kind, and quite delightful in
any kind.
The op paintings, made up of coloured writing, can be enjoyed for their own
selves, and without one's knowing about the Maurice Denis problem at all; just
as the eighteenth century portrait can be enjoyed by someone who knows nothing
at all of aesthetics or the pure painting behind the mimetic image. But the full
sense of a Stannage picture takes in the almost incestuous art reference which is
there, obviously or subtly insinuated in each work.
Most twentieth century art is art-referential; this is so for reasons which can
not be gone into here: and much twentieth century art needs to be seen in an art
history context. But if it is not seen this way much of it is still interesting. The
Stannage writing pictures can be dazzlingly so. They tend to become classic cases
of the autonomous art work, and enjoyable on terms which they themselves set
out.

*

*

*

*

Ingres maintained, justly, that 'drawing is the probity of art', and while keeping
still to art-reference, Ms Stannage shows us, occasionally beautiful, purt, drawing.
The Matisse illusion "Nude Study-Processed by Kodak" is very handsomely done
indeed. And it raises an issue: another anonymous critic of the Stannage Kodachromes said of this work "But the full Brobdignagian slide frame spoils it". In
a way it might, too. But the point is not that the frame frames this image, simply.
Looking at the Matisse one can see, clearly, that Ms Stannage could do her own
fluent, eloquent, nudes, and that she could arrange a surface, if not as well as
Matisse at least learnedly and after his marvellous example. But she is not aiming
to do just that, or exactly that. She alludes, she copies, she 'recreates'. And she
does this in a slightly alienating context: on flat white, surrounding her sensuous
females with crisp but not seductive industrial design style lettering. Why?
The size of the Kodachromes should tell us the answer to "Why?"; they suggest
that "Art is a big photo: and hand done". Well: it isn't. But people from Plato
-who would have loved a Kodak-on have thought it was. People in the town
where Ms Stannage lives still, many of them, do think it. And it is not too bad
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a starting point, either, for a notion of art; provided one goes beyond it. Having
gone right beyond it, having done the whole aesthetic Cook's Tour, Ms Stannage
is prepared to come, designedly, back to square one. But "you can never go
home": it is never the same.
And if you want, in words, the overall sense of Ms Stannage's set of giant
slides, it is this: "Square one will never be the same again."

WILLIAM COSGRAVE

Marilyn Monroe
our eyes seared & aching
in darkened auditoriums
screen flickering its inanities
"Larger Than Life"
we sit, ourselves desperate
inventors of situations
waiting for the proffered kiss
watching how her body
shapes itself
to the willing air
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SHANE McCAULEY

The Visible Man
In the night
teeming with its unseen smiles
and unfelt touches
the roads all glisten
with matchless ardour,
the trees all hold their tongues
thankful that they're not windmills
or lighthouses. Or rocketsfor to fly in the night is nothing,
but to soar like the wind
over a woman's body,
to wave goodbye to demon eyesthat is madness,
truly that is. madness.
The moon telephones to earth
and reports me
but no-one knows who I am
for I'm walking as straight
as anyone else. With my metal tentacles.
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SHANE McCAULEY

Travellers
bird song
iron bracelets in the air
above you
oh rushing noise
of motorized people
clasping glass faces together
in transparent anguish
oh journey to nowhere
you make everyone
a pilgrim
everyone
a pygmy traveller
in sunlit mornings
when life
is a rolling circle
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ALAN ALEXANDER

Violin Concerto in D
What running astonishment, this rapier
Of high temper, in an instant
Exalted, so marvellously there,
Scattering octaves up into security
Then headlong down for the first oscillation,
A fountain taken by the wind
Out of the confluence of stress
This hurrying loving kindness,
Persisting, infalling till mass
And single beauty are singing together,
Victory to you who are born
To teach the ear what praising is,
To show how unendingly,
Magnificently simple is
This busying forth to be.
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A. D. HOPE

Poetry as Journalism

The age in which we live has been remarkable for its elaboration of the techniques
of persuasion; in particular for its success in persuading us to accept cheaper or
more easily produced substitutes as better or at least just as good as the genuine
article. It has mastered the rather difficult task of producing mass-produced
customers conditioned to prefer its mass-produced goods. This is something we
all know.
In a field as recondite as poetry this may seem unlikely to happen. It is a wellknown fact that poetry does not pay and no capitalist in his senses is likely to try
to sell us a substitute, for what nobody wants anyway.
I think that if you are disposed to argue that way you would be wrong. Poetry
-real poetry-in my life-time and particularly in the last twenty years has been
being steadily displaced by a kind of journalism which claims to be superior to
the old product. Not middle-men but poets themselves have done it.
If you take the trouble to read the current literary and poetry magazines in any
English speaking country in the world-indeed in most countries claiming to be
civilised tOQay-you will easily recognise this popular substitute for poetry. It is
marked by a number of things. It is usually in prose but cut up into lines of
irregular length-so-called free verse-the divisions of the lines being quite arbitrary; the language is usually flat and deliberately commonplace; the subjects,
whatever they happen to be are what I call 'confessional', that is to say the point
appears to be in the light they throw on the writer's moods, emotions, attitudes or
beliefs. Often there is no identifiable subject at all and the poem moves from
image to image, from hints of ideas to half-expressed feelings in desultory and
often a quite incoherent way. Above all there seems to be a deliberate avoidance
of that clear singing tone, that more· intense harmony which in the past we have
associated with the word poetry. In its most extreme and currently most fashionable form a kind of breathless and flatulent prose is simply written between two
imaginary lines ruled down the page so that each line contains roughly the same
number of letters regardless of syntax or even the division of words: it is as
though the poet had left the structure of his poem to a typist mechanically making
lines out of what will fit into the given space. Here is a specimen from a recent
issue of a well-known Australian poetry magazine. It is a poem by a young poet
with a considerable reputation:
Professor A. D. Hope visited the University of Western Australia in May this year. 'Poetry as
Journalism' is an edited version of a lecture which he gave there on 8 May. It caused considerable discussion-and disagreement-within the University.
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The given properties of a grass parrot unfold the
infolds of air and appear before. us as a sort of
presence we find difficult to understand. Like the
inhabitants of any pronoun near death which is
saved in the nick of time by bringing the ball
to rest, when hundreds of fanatical introductory
motifs go speeding past like frenzied yet never
fulfilling lights darting from the four corners of
a headache.
That constitutes the first eight and a bit lines of a poem called Fast Landscape.
I spare you the remaining seventy or so. Apart from the not very brilliant invention of leaving the line-structure to the typist, this sort of thing is, of course, not
new. 1 don't know what it is called now but forty years ago it was all the rage as
'surrealism'. In fact the so-called experimental poets have been simply marking
time for the past fifty years.
This easy, sleazy, gimmicky substitute for poetry is only one of the manifestations of what 1 call journalism as opposed to art. In fact the multifarious outward
forms it can take are comparatively unimportant. It can equally well take quite
traditional and conventional forms. "The mobs of gentlemen who write with ease"
in the seventeenth century wrote in accepted metres and stanzas. What Pope is
criticising is that what they produced was imitation poetry-and each generation
has its own form of this perpetual pest. When the journalist versifiers adopt the
conventional forms, however, the fraud is easily detected. It is when they boldly
claim the formless, the inchoate, the dull and fatuous as a new and higher kind
of poetry, that readers seem to be more easily fooled.
How this can happen I shall try to explain in a moment. But first I must make
clear the distinction I have suggested between a work of journalism and a work
of art, between a poet and a word-mechanic, a journalist. I am of course not
sneering at the craft of journalism when used for its own purposes-I am merely
critical of it when it pretends to be what it is not.
I think I can do this best by quoting the observations of a number of people
who were born a generation before me and noticed the alarming drift of poetry
towards Journalism in the early years of this century when it first became blatant.
These witnesses are all foreigners and this is evidence, perhaps, that what they
had noticed was a world-wide change.
In 1948, the great French writer Andre Gide then seventy eight years old wrote
in his diary commenting on the younger generation of writers.
With the feeling that art operates in the eternal and debases itself by trying
to serve even the noblest causes, I used to write: "I call Journalism everything
that will be of less interest tomorrow than it is today."
Moreover nothing seems to me more absurd and at the same time more
justified than the reproach they level at me nowadays of not having been able
to become 'committed'. Heavens! That is precisely the difference that marks
the leaders of the new generation, who estimate a work by its immediate
effect. Instant success is what they want; whereas we, the writers of my generation, thought it quite natural that we should remain unknown, unappreciated
and despised until we had reached our forties. We relied on durability, simply
concerned to create a work that would last, like those we admired, works
over which time has little hold and which aspire to touch the heart and appear
as real tomorrow as they are today."
Gide has not only made the distinction clear, he has put his finger on three of
the causes which I mean to consider in their turn. Activism, careerism and the
desire to be in the swim. But principally he has drawn the distinction between art
which views the world under the aspect of eternity and journalism which views it
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for its ephemeral interest-news which loses its interest as soon as its novelty
is past.
About the same time on the other side of Europe his contemporary Boris
Pasternak was asking himself what it was that distinguished the great Russian
writers from the activists, the earnest promoters of Marxism, or, in the. past, of
Christian ideals. Years later in his novel Dr. Zhivago, his hero too, asks himself
why uncommitted writers like Pushkin and Chekhov are greater than even great
propagandist writers like Tolstoy and Dostoevsky and his answer is, because
"they lived their lives quietly, treating both their lives and their works as
private, individual matters of no concern to anyone else. And these individual
things have since then become of concern to everyone, their work has ripened
of itself, like apples picked green from the trees and has continued to mature
in sense and sweetness."
That, I think, is the root of the matter. A true poem grows and ripens. It is not
made to a recipe like a cake. There is always in genuine poetry, in any genuine
work of art an element of finding, something that cannot be planned or predicted
but has to be waited for and 'found out'. This is the distinctive mark of art and
what sets it off from the kind of writing which, however brilliant, up-to-date or
exciting is the result of a deliberate application of technical know-how to a foreseen end.
Another Russian poet, Mayakovsky, explained the difference as follows: The
man who first discovered that two and two make four was a mathematician, a
great mathematician. But those who coming after him add two and two and make
four are not mathematicians, they are technicians applying the first man's discovery. Similarly the poets who are continually moving into and over the frontiers
of experience, extending the range of consciousness and the resources of their art
are true poets, the. rest are simply writing what you could call "applied poetry",
they are literary technicians or what I call verse-journalists.
I should like to take as my fourth witness a contemporary of Gide and
Pasternak, the American poet T. S. Eliot.
The famous confession in Four Quartets is what I have in mind:
So here I am, in the middle way, having had twenty yearsTwenty years largely wasted, the years of l'entre deux guerresTrying to learn to use words, and every attempt
Is a wholly new start, and a different kind of failure
Because one has only learnt to get the better of words
For the thing one no longer has to say, or the way in which
One is no longer disposed to say it. And so each venture
Is a new beginning, a raid on the inarticulate
With shabby equipment always deteriorating
In the general mess of imprecision of feeling,
Undisciplined squads of emotion. And what there. is to conquer
By strength and submission, has already been discovered
Once or twice, or several times, by men whom one cannot hope
To emulate.
One. can admire the honesty with which Eliot confesses his sense of failure and
the intelligence with which he has analysed its causes. But in a sense he has missed
the point of what he is saying which is, in short, that he approached his task in
the spirit of a journalist and not of a poet. The language gives him away; phrases
like "trying to use words"-"to learn to get the better of words", "a raid on the
inarticulate" and so on. This is the language of the technician trying to solve a
technical problem, not the language of a poet who knows that words have a
mysterious life of their own, that one does not try to control and subdue them by
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tricks and force. A true poet does not "try to use words", he learns to let the
words use him. He does not behave like a drill sergeant bullying some order into
undisciplined squads of emotion. He goes to work with joy and patience to teach
his emotions the miraculous dance of language in which they reach a consummation quite unforeseen. He, does not worry if greater poets have discovered his
truths before him; he knows that no one has exclusive property rights in the world
of art and that what marks a true poet is his ability to 'make new', to recreate
what everyone knows, but in forms that are unique.
Above all Eliot gives himself away when he talks about "getting the better of
words for the things one no longer has to say or the way in which one is no longer
disposed to say it". This is the language of journalism, of the kind of writing which
depends on a fashionable style or passing interest, news interest. Real poetry and
its language is as valid tomorrow as today. Its truths are not temporary or tied to
passing fashions. It continues as Yuri Zhivago says, to grow in sense and sweetness. Eliot was a poet but he is a sad example of a poet who sold his birthright
and became a career journalist and unfortunately his immense prestige led a whole
generation of poets to follow him into that wilderness.
II
There is a very simple test, which one can apply to any poem, to pick out the
genuine from the substitutes: that is to rewrite it in other words or different
rhythms. If the result is much the same, a little better or not much worse, the poem
is verse journalism. A journalese poem can be rewritten without loss, it can be
paraphrased or translated because it is in a sense only a possible poem, a preliminary mock-up for a poem. It has never achieved that unique, inevitable wholeness
and rightness that marks the genuine article and of which Horace long ago remarked: 'My aim shall be poetry, so moulded from the familiar that anyone may
hope to succeed as well, yet may sweat and toil in vain for the same effect.' In
particular most of the avant-garde poets of the past fifty years have written in
some form of so-called free verse. Nine times out of ten you can rearrange their
arbitrary lines or modify the rhythms without making the slightest difference to
the effect, a sure· sign that the rhythmical structure has no relation to the sense or
the overall impact of the poem. In genuine poetry on the other hand sense and
rhythm are one, integral and cannot be altered except for the worse.
III
What are the causes of this erosion of the art of poetry by journalistic substitutes? In a beautifully reasoned review article in a recent number of Westerly,
Fay Zwicky explored some of the deeper causes of the revolt against form and
lucid order in so much modern poetry. I do not propose to go over the same
ground, but I would suggest further forces at work, more obvious and superficial
perhaps but contributing no less strongly to the general decay of the art.
The free-verse delusion is of course a major cause. It belongs to a muddled
political idea translated into literary situations to which it does not apply. If
people would be better off once they free themselves from the oppressive tyranny
of government (would they?), we can argue that verse would be improved by
throwing off the oppressive tyranny of metre, rhyme stanza form. The analogy
will not stand up to a moment's thought. Poetry is a complex structure which
works by virtue of that structure-you might as well 'liberate' a motor from the
laws of mechanics and expect the engine to work.
But the chief defect of free verse is not that it doesn't work; it is that it is
fatally easy. It involves no hard work, no patient craftsmanship. Within its very
limited range of effects anyone can learn to produce them at will. The element of
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'finding' is not encouraged, the. effects are always predictable and lack the unguessable enchantment that real poetry displays. Nearly all free-verse sounds like all
other free verse. Having no norm by which its freedom can be judged, it ends in
infinite variations of monotony.
The attraction of free-verse for lazy or sentimental minds is reinforced by
various forms of the doctrine labelled expressionism-the heresy that art is selfexpression, that what expresses ideas or feelings for me is art, regardless of whether
it does so for other people, and that objective standards or criteria are therefore
invalid. Pushpin is as good as poetry without any call for other things to be equal.
It is a hallucination theory of art. Drugged by their own egos, such poets are able
to enjoy a dream or delusion as if it were reality. So people under the influence
of opium, as Baudelaire pointed out can listen to some random notes on a penny
whistle and imagine they are enjoying a full symphony by one of the masters.
The delusions fostered by this alliance of free verse and expressionism have
more· recently been reinforced by anti-elitism-a powerful form of inverted snobbery which says that because Jack is as good as his neighbour, the poems his
neighbour writes cannot be any better than Jack's own essays in self-expression.
Finally there is the insidious effect of careerism mentioned by Gide. The young
poet bitten by this bug does not care to learn his difficult and demanding craft
with the love, the patience and the self-denial it demands. He goes for the easy,
the fashionable, the avant-garde methods and joins the growing vociferous crowd
who encourage one another and bully editors and academics into the belief that
they are writing poetry when all they are doing is practising a debased form of
journalism.

IV
One might shrug one's shoulders and say, what does it matter? Bad poetry has
its own cure, the built-in obsolescence that dull writing carries with it. But when
bad writing reaches plague proportions, when it finds its own critics to approve it,
its own deluded establishment, something more sinister occurs.
What much 'avant garde', 'liberated' art in all the arts does is not creation but
something we need another word for: Decreation. There are decreative talents and
imaginations as well as creative ones. They operate like cancers in an otherwise
healthy body and, in the analysis of the way they proceed, have the same relation
to healthy creation as a cancerous tumour has to healthy and normal cell-growth.
If one were to follow up this analogy one might suggest that a cancerous growth
is a community of cells out of control or touch with the rest of the cell-community
and its organisation. It is wild growth that rejects or ignores its society. Sometimes
its rebellions are harmless and produce benign tumours, at others they prove destructive to the whole body.
There may be a point in looking at some art movements of our time in this
way. They are nearly all marked by a withdrawal from ordinary society, the
creation of a society of artists who begin by despising and withdrawing from the
tastes and views of the society around them-the contempt for the bourgeois, the
middle-class, the accepted, finally the value of being different for difference sakeand end by losing touch with ordinary men altogether.
In our society-perhaps the poets today represent the benign cancer-nobody
reads them except the other cancer cells and there results an effusion, a vast
effluxion of private thoughts, images, feelings, stimulations of sensibility of no use
or interest to living minds. 'Abstract' writing which has imposed itself on our
society by commercialism, is fashionable, revered, studied and propagated: this
represents the malignant cancer. The decreative arts of course protect themselves
by a cunning mimicry of the creative ones. Little. by little they invade the healthy
tissues and finally the whole art collapses. Looking at what is going on in poetry
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today I should say that we have already gone dangerously far along this road.
The great bulk of the so-called poetry published in nearly every country today is
already not merely something that will interest less tomorrow than it does today.
It has no interest even today and tomorrow it will be totally ignored. But in the
meantime it could well have turned malignant, corrupting taste and vitiating
judgement, until a 'conditioned' public prefers the sleazy and the second rate
because they know no better.

FAY ZWICKY

Reckoning
Whom have We next? (His syntax is
Perfect). This one is due for what
There is called joy. I alone
Know the span of her schoolingWho else needs to know?
None but I, the. Omnipotent.
Under My hat will I keep it
(Vernacular Master). Her sullen
Green fires shall I spring,
Unburden her airs,
Allow time to pass,
And in My pain's darkness
Trample her glass.
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BARRY OAKLEY

The Writer in Australia

Once upon a time, the species NOVELISTICUS AUSTRALIS was in danger of
extinction. He spent most of his above-ground life with ears and nose twitching,
ignored by the academics, scorned by the politicians, and in constant fear of the
reviewers, who hunted for him every week in the Saturday book pages, ever alert
for a scalp.
But one day things started to change. The Labor government, inspired perhaps
by Mr William McMahon's lumping together the Environment and The Arts in
one portfolio, decided to declare the Australian Writer a protected species: instead
of being hunted, he was given sanctuaries-gardens where endowments, fellowships, grants grew in tropic abundance, and could be virtually had for the plucking.
The Literature Board, benign, omnipotent, lent down from heaven like a kindly
god and touched his writing finger. More-not only was the writer subsidised but
also the publisher, and the publisher's advertising. So that if we subsidised the critic
we could have a virtually autonomous industry, ticking over and following its own
private engineering, irrespective of whether it was actually consumed by the public
or not.
So here I am, subsidised, installed like the peacocks I see from my window as
creature-in-residence, and feeling slightly self-conscious but not in the least guilty.
Public acceptance, university Australian Literature courses and literary grants have
been a long time coming: the danger is not the acceptance and approbation itself
but what they might lead to-the temptation to relax. What one must realize is
that the graph of a writer's rises and falls is a private thing, a thing to do with
creativity and personal wisdom. That's the graph that matters, and the other graph
-the graph of subsidies, royalties, public acceptance-matters far less.
So I'd like to change gear at this stage from talking about the writer in Australia
and say a few words about the experience of a writer in Australia. I'd like to go
back to GO on the Monopoly Board, and tell you how the dice fell for me.
There was little that was literary in my family background-only an alcoholic
grandfather and an eccentric aunt who had two books published privately-Practical Hints on Cooking (prose) and Talking to the Flowers in My Garden (poetry)
from which I quoteTwenty cauliflowers all in a row
Vied with each other how they would grow
Barry Oakley was writer-in-residence at the University of Western Australia from 9 June until
9 August 1975. 'The Writer in Australia' is the text of a lecture which he gave at the University
on 17 June.
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One large one grew white and firm and round
Another grew high up from the ground
Two grew quite straggly but nice and clean
Twelve were just nice ones-you know what I mean.
The subtle epilepsy of poesy was in me too-I have still, in my desk somewhere,
a tiny decaying diary dated 1944, with about an inch of space for each dayenough for a terse Captain Cook's log round the Barrier Reef of childhood, where
all is measured by numbersHad one choc. malted milk. Played 2 games of Monopoly. Spent 3 hours on
my homework. Got 4 cuts from Brother Conroy. Finished my twenty-fifth
Biggles Book.
In those days we did air raid drill in the park, foreign names like Middendorp
were suspect, and the two Jewish boys in our class were rolled in the nettles as
though the war were somehow their fault. Meanwhile, the Japanese came steadily
closer. One wondered why they bothered-we had already been invaded-the
Americans were everywhere, with their smiles, scout-badges, and 57 varieties of
ice cream. We got off our bikes to gape at their flashy Ford Mercurys, we rode
down to Fishermans Bend airstrip to watch their planes come in, and wheedled
sixpences out of them at Luna Park.
Meanwhile I was spending my childhood in another kind of uniform, not khaki
but navy blue-sox a regulation height below the knee, and at the breast of one's
blazer an elaborate monogram featuring a cross with a radiant blue/green explosion
bursting from it. Atop the faceless head was the cap-school symbol and tribal
object. To lose your cap was to lose your totem, and not to wear it was blasphemy demanding the strap.
School was a succession of eternal forty minute periods that laid end to end
would have reached the moon. Algebra would finish but then there'd be Geometry
and then Latin-watch your feet as you climb up and down the declensions, hack
your way through convoluted clauses till your mind was blunted and the dulled
blade dropped from your hand.
We had no art, our hands never shaped anything, though there was the 400
word essay (A Day in the life of a Penny)-also singing-Hark hark the lark at
heavn's gate sings-and worst of all elocution, provided by a rumbling eccentric
who thought that if we could only get our vowel sounds right, all would be well
with the world.
Very little in the way of creativity and very little in the way of critical thinking
either-critical thinking was when you were up on your feet being asked the
:atechism definition of Purgatory and if you didn't give the word-perfect answer
you were strapped. Purgatory, like school, was the place or state where souls
6uffered for a time before they could see God.
Meanwhile I was making my own private literary progress-from Biggles to
Zane Grey to Sydney Horler to A. J. Cronin-and from there to Mill on the Floss.
Already our writer was no stranger to publication. Both the Young Sun News
Pictorial and the Australian Stamp Monthly had carried his prose, and the green
certificates were starting to come in.
1951 saw the end of all that. At the University of Melbourne, a callow undergraduate, I was run over by a street car called Ulysses. Other writers had called
the sea turbulent or frightening, but who before had called it the 'scrotumtightening sea'? I had read nothing like it, and for too long I could write like no
one else. James Joyce was Mal Verco, I was Ginger his doll, and I sent off
ventriloquist's pieces regularly to the literary magazines and they were just as
regularly sent back. At one stage I received not just the usual printed card about
The Editor Regretting Not Having the Space-below it, there was something in
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the editor's own hurried hand-Dear Sir or Madam-You are either very young
or a little round the bend. I was both at the time.
At the University I was the unbearable litterateur who knew James Joyce
backwards and for whom everything from Chaucer to Conrad was old hat. I
skipped lectures, argued the point at tutorials, and got drunk on four beers at
Naughton's Hotel. I took four years to do a three-year B.A. course, then did
Diploma of Education and failed, and was sent as punishment to the provincesto a place called Maryborough, the dead centre of Victoria. The local council had
just decided to rip the cast iron verandahs off the buildings in the main street, and
I witnessed two weeks of methodical vandalism which left the town as characterless as an outer suburb.
Marooned a hundred miles from my home city, I plunged into the twelve
volumes of Proust's Remembrance of Things Past. Overwhelmed by the longest
and possibly the greatest novel ever written, I returned to the habits of my childhood and started keeping a journal-a form of literary masturbation indulged in
before one becomes mature and detached enough to couple with the Muse.
The next writer to waylay me was the American Herbert Gold. I read a story
of his called Heart of the Artichoke, and for the third time everything I was
reading or writing sounded old hat. I felt depressed, I had no ballast, styles blew
me this way and that.
What do I mean by style? By style I mean not the outer texture but the medium
in which everything-action, character, structure-is held. Style is not the clothing
-it's the whatness and howness, a feeling of authority and momentum that gathers
amongst the words. It's the way the writer nets the reader-a mesh of rhythms,
the. novel's essential voice, a harmony of inner imaginative reality and the outer
world of fact. Aim the writing too much towards the outside world and you get
the grey flatness of realism. Aim it too much inwards and you get the private
dream of Finnegans Wake.
It was under the influence of Gold that I wrote my first published story-a
comedy about a bulky Arabian educational scholar who gets a vacation job
painting seats at Melbourne Zoo, based on a remarkable man I had met who was
doing just that. It appeared in 1955 in a little literary magazine. called Direction,
which lasted four issues, then folded and died. Direction had a circulation of about
five writers, three professors, and one dog. But there it was-my story in print. I
sat back waiting for the world to explode, but nothing happened and I learnt my
first lesson-unless you're known, no one's interested. But if no one's interested
how do you become known?
Still the hymen of paper was broken, my literary virginity was over, and
McLuhan was right-the medium in some sense was the message. When you read
yourself in print, in a subtle way the work alters, the mechanised regularity of
type seems to expose the writing's inner quality, so that you know whether it's
any good.
After two years in Maryborough I was shifted to Mildura and wrote the predictable novel about a teacher in a country town. I had it typed and neatly bound,
then sent it off to a publisher and waited. I imagined them opening the thick red
cover, settling to read, then starting up as if seized by the throat, and sending an
urgent telegram that all stops would be pulled out and they'd publish at once.
Two months later I was still waiting. Then a letter came: 'lively style, definite
promise and please send us your next. Meanwhile your manuscript is being returned
under separate cover.'
My novel came back a week later like an exhausted animal which had finally
tracked back to its master-battered, frayed, and with claret stains on some of my
most purple passages. Off it went again and again and back it came each time,
faithful as a pet dog, and by now on the point of disintegration. It convalesces
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still from its eternal unpublishable illness in our attic, tattered and browned, a
compost heap for later growths.
Country life enables one to see an integrated society that doesn't exist in cities.
At the top of the pyramid the doctors, solicitors, bank managers, below that the
teachers, and so on right down to the lowly nightman. Drifting around this in their
own self-absorbed orbit are the local gentry, the squatters. It's a pattern you don't
see in the city and it ticks over with an autonomous life of is own. The country
town is convinced it is the centre of the cosmos, everyone tends to live in a circle
turned inwards, people have an identity never granted them in the suburbs. And
when someone falls from grace-into drunkenness, adultery or worst of all bankruptcy-it becomes a public act, like something performed in a theatre.
Stimulated, I wrote novels number two and three and rejection slips descended
on me like autumn leaves. To make it worse, many of them glowed with praises,
but that was no substitute for publication.
For a short time I entered upon an Australiana phase. First it was Burke and
Wills. I did an irreverent story about their last days at Innamincka, in which they
nagged and abused each other and worried about their bowels. An interminable
time later it appeared in Southerly. First Direction, then Southerly-surely now I
must set literary Australia back on its heels-but not a tremor was registered anywhere. So I returned to the attack with a story called 'A Morning Argus'-which
was the paper Ned Kelly read on the day before he was hanged at the Old Melbourne Jail.
Why write about Kelly? Because we're so famished for myth and richness in
this vast two-dimensional continent that few can resist seizing him and pouring
their dreams into him. In many ways Ned mirrors the situation of the artist in a
philistine society-the outsider, the man who sits by his own lonely campfires while
preparing to attack society with sharp-pointed phrases. But eventually he's lured
out from hiding, the critics aim low at his legs and he's brought down. The triumphant cry of Superintendent Hare when he wrenches the iron mask off the wounded
Kelly is echoed every Saturday in the book pages-Got You, You Dog.
A Wild Ass of a Man was my fourth novel, and it bears the marks of desperation upon it-it tries to be almost one continuous purple passage, with reddish
brown colourings here and there from J. P. Donleavy's Ginger Man. It traces the
hectic progress of a young man called Muldoon-his Catholic boyhood, his foolish
undergraduate days, his disastrous experiences with teaching, advertising and girls.
The luckless Muldoon is finally rejected by everybody and is seized by a prophetic
desire to announce to Australia that the end of the world is at hand-he uses a
soapbox on the Yarra Bank, the public address system on Flinders Street Station,
and finally addresses the sun-baked multitude on a hot day at St Kilda beach.
For his pains he suffers a revolving crucifixion on a ferris wheel at Luna Park.
Wild Ass had a fire burning somewhere in its bones and eventually one editor
smelled the smoke. I remember the day clearly. I was sitting at my desk writing
advertising copy for the Department of Trade when the phone rang. Cheshires. said
yes they'd publish, and I seemed to float up to the ceiling on a balloon of air.
Getting a novel published is different in kind from having a story done. You
get taken out to lunch, you sign a contract, you accept the meagre advance like a
hungry beggar, editors look at your manuscript and suggest changes, and because
you think the publisher is doing you the greatest favour in the world you agree
to them, you agree to almost anything, so long as they do the thing and let it slip
down from the womb and be born.
It is in fact about a nine months' pregnancy, with after about six months the
galleys-unwieldy curled strips of type, the novel in embryo, and doomed to be
born defective if you're not careful and check every line for mistakes.
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At last the novel trots out awkwardly before the public gaze, ill-dressed in a
vaudeville jacket-it capers, sings, dances, only the auditorium's almost empty.
There were isolated handclaps from here and there, a hiss from the Catholic
Advocate who declared it unsuitable for school libraries, and that was that. And
then, late in 1968, months after publication, Brian Kiernan in the Australian gave
it a notice-and I thought I was made. Sales told me differently. Of the 3000
printed, less than 1000 were sold. The most significant thing about A Wild Ass
of a Man was that it led Cheshires to finally abandon publishing fiction at allan enviable achievement for a first novel.
So now, a published novelist with a book that revolutionised publishing practice,
a new nightmare replaced the old dream of getting into print-the terror of being
remaindered. A fine and evocative word, suggesting hanging, drawing and quartering. It means that a publisher sells off his job lots cheap and gets rid of them
on bookstore bargain tables. Even now I recoil from book sales in the fear of
hearing the wails of my own abandoned children, grubby, ill-dressed and marked
down to fifty cents each.
With a first novel you establish a foothold on Parnassus about fifty feet upmiles from the top but just high enough to keep going, and if you fall in the
meantime it's soundless, a quiet drowning in the night and nobody knows or cares
that you've gone. Forward! Because it's there!
So I wrote on at night, weighed down in my climbing by many impediments,
including four young kids. Writing a novel during prime television time is the most
unrewarding task in the world-like building a ship out of matchsticks. For months
you see nothing-just a mass of tiny trellis work, without meaning or shape. And
then, after weeks of tiredness, something emerges-a bow, a stern, the clean curve
of a hull!
The novel I wrote was about an Australian Rules footballer-a country boy
called McCarthy who comes down to the city and becomes a star. Though one has
to live in Melbourne to appreciate how absurd and how demanding such a stardom
can be, A Salute to the Great McCarthy was meant to have a wider reference than
that-it says something about the country and the city, about innocence and
experience, loneliness and popularity. Jack McCarthy has barely two seasons in
the roaring big time before he's torn apart by the callousness and narrowness of
the society around him. His only real triumph is that during his last match he
somehow escapes from the arena bearing like a severed head the game's central
token-the football.
McCarthy was a better novel than my first one I think for two main reasons.
First, I succeeded in sloughing off the curse of the autobiographical novel by
finding a suitable character, and one far enough from my own experience, for me
to objectify, to achieve an ironic distance between subject-matter and self. Second,
McCarthy was plainer and more direct in style. This at leasfwas one benefit from
my leaving teaching and working in advertising, where I spent a trying six months
breaking and splitting my hitherto long and somewhat academic style into sentences that were sharp, staccato, and shorn of absolutely everything that was
unnecessary.
Cassells phoned me and said yes, they'd publish. Then they phoned again and
said no they wouldn't. Which put me into a depression far worse than if nothing
had happened at all. Months passed while Heinemanns deliberated-each day I
opened the mailbox as if it contained an unexploded bomb. Then they agreed,
the manuscript turned into a living cell and the nine-month process began again.
In July 1970 Heinemanns launched the novel at a literary luncheon at Triaca's,
a Melbourne restaurant, to which sportsmen, columnists, book reviewers and the
like were invited. I was heavy with influenza, light with claret, about to become a
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father for the sixth and final time, and in a ·state of high terror at having to address
the gathering about literature and its relation to sport.
Fortunately, it was a Melbourne gathering and a leading Australian Rules football star had been invited-the great full forward John Coleman, who used to
spring for marks as if he had steel in his heels. Attention and questions slowly but
surely turned away from the nervous novelist and onto him-who wants to hear
a guy who's only imagined about football when you can talk to a champ who's
done the real thing? By the time I'd boozed enough to feel relaxed, everyone had
gone home. Still McCarthy was out and running on the field at the height of that
collective madness the Melbourne football season, and the book had two players
on the jacket, so it sold. It sold because of subject matter, it sold because of
publicity and because it had two footballers on the front-for every reason, in fact,
except any consideration of quality.
By now I had another book ready, about Prendergast, the tallest poet in the
world, a wild bull of a fellow determined to ravish all of Melbourne's most sacred
cows. Prendergast's first weapon is his poetry, which he roars out at every opportunity. He goes on from there to strike at the heart and groin of Australian lifecensorship, suburbia, the Moomba Festival. His final heroic gestures are conversion
of the Shrine of Remembrance into an anti-war monument and the burning down
of the vast Exhibition Building-and with it goes an elaborate exposition celebrating 200 years of Australian life. Muldoon, McCarthy, Prendergast-all rebels, and
all, ultimately, failures. It's the problem of being provincial-the more provincial
the society, the more there is to fight against-the more smugness, the more
apathy, the more narrowness. I see my novels finally as attempts to kick myself
out of that confining room, provincial life-and yet it's this life's very roughness
and imperviousness that has made the satire sharp-as the blade is sharpened
against the stone.
And now, after three novels and some plays, I've arrived at a situation that
Muldoon or Morley might have relished. I'm slotted in as a comic writer, a satirist,
but I don't feel like being comical/satirical any more. Nine thousand dollars of
government money for three years, and the clown wants to remove his red nose
and have a go if not at being Hamlet, then at least at celebrating the ironies of
middle age. From the satirical/comical to the tragi/comical: changing one trapeze
for another. I've had some encouraging dry runs in a few recent short stories, but
beyond that there's the unknown. If one fails, there's no safety net, not even a
sawdust floor, only the long soundless plunge into obscurity. If I don't get very
far in a new direction, I hope I'll have the wit to stop; if I do make progress, I
hope I'll have the determination to go on. I must go on. I can't go on. I'll go on.

A Wild Ass of a Man. (1967), A Salute to the Great McCarthy (1970) and Let's Hear it for
Prendergast (1970) have all been published in Penguin editions. Two of Barry Oakley's plays
have recently been published: The Feet of Daniel Mannix (Angus and Robertson, 1975) and
Bedfellows (Currency, 1975). His latest published story, 'The Death of Sardanopalus', is in
Meanjin 34, 2, June 1975.
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ARTHUR TONKIN

Woodchips: Perspectives for the Future

Australia has been shockingly treated by the God of Forests: true, we are not the
worst off of all the continents-we manage to beat Antarctica!
Even compared with India-which most of us imagine is completely tilled and
re-tilled by industrious and teeming millions-we are badly off. Twenty percent of
their land surface is forested to our four percent. A man caught in the desertparched and desperate-is not likely to waste water. But Australia-inhabitants of
a continent where forests are extremely scarce-are most wasteful of this resource.
Karri Forests are magnificent creatures of many moods: at times gloomy; at
others breathtakingly beautiful, as the sun strikes through the leaves making
patterns of brilliance across the silver trunks. At all times they are impressive.
But the difference between matured stands and those that have regenerated in
the comparatively recent past is quite unmistakable. Anyone who doubts this should
take the first opportunity to tour the area as I have recently done. The fear is that
the next generation will not know what a genuinely ma'tured Karri forest is. When
I say that, I am mindful of the chasm that separates matured trees, suitable for
sawlogs, and matured forests which are a unique and delicately-balanced ecosystem. Lefroy Brook, consisting of a stand of one hundred-year old Karri trees
on the site of an abandoned farm, will illustrate the difference. The Karri as a
tree is not in danger: but the Karri forest as a natural and varied community of
flora and fauna available to delight succeeding generations is in grave jeopardy.
The official views of the expediency of the woodchip proposal, as enunciated by
the Forests Department amongst others, has some sense, but not enough. Bowdlerised, it goes something like this: given our present rate of cutting, the woodchip
exercise is an economy. It will use timber that would otherwise rot. Not to use
Marri for chips would have one of two results: Marri-Karri stands would become
almost purely Marri because Karri, after removal for saw logs, would not
regenerate amongst the Marri left standing; or the Marri would have to be felled
and burnt at great cost to the people so as to enable Karri regeneration.
So far so good. This argument may be valid given the premise stated. But
why do we have to accept the present rate of cutting? We are felling our hardwood forests at a rate much faster than they can grow. For a people so niggardly
supplied with forest, this hardly makes sense.
Arthur Tonkin is Labor M.L.A. for Morley in Western Australia.
We asked Mr Tonkin to contribute this article because of his genuine and sustained interest in
the environment and because we believe that the woodchip industry is the greatest cu"ent threat
to the environment in this State. The issue involves a classic conflict between long-term
community in.terests and short-term business interests. Business appears to have won.-Eds.
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There are problems associated with the strategy of reducing the rate of cutting.
Employment for one. So the tactic has to be one of a phasing-out: an announcement of, say, a ten year plan to include the retraining of people whose employment
is jeopardised. I am sure those concerned are good Australians and will not want
to be involved in the destruction of our forests once reasonable alternatives are
supplied. Above all, the tactic must serve the strategy. One of the central problems
in politics is to identify what is strategic and what is tactical and then to use the
one without losing sight of the other.
I have probably been unfair to the Forests Department in involving them in
the strategy at all. It is above all a political problem: one for us all to grapple
with and resolve in the political arena. But apart from the too rapid exploitation
of our forestry resources, which does not leave enough time for adequate recovery,
there is still concern as to the outcome of the sawlog-woodchip operation.
If I had to devise a symbol for woodchipping in our lovely and fragile southwest, I would suggest a question mark.
It is not possible for a rational person to be dogmatic about many aspects of
the woodchip proposal. This is admitted in the Forests Department's own environmental impact statement, in the interim (and only) report on the subject by the
Environmental Protection Authority, in the comprehensive paper and supporting
documents prepared by a working group established by the Australian Government Departments of the Environment and Agriculture.
Questions to which there are at present no definitive answers include the effects
on streams and groundwater, the degree of erosion likely to occur, the effect on
fauna and flora and the economic benefit likely to result. It is because of these
uncertainties that many critics urge caution. Because one cannot blandly point to
the certainty of disaster, this should not lead to a presumption of acceptance.
The impact matrix attached to the Forests Deparment's impact statement conveys in figures on a ten point scale, the chilling unknowns of the project: Water
quality and endangered species are given the maximum deleterious-effect score of
minus ten. This is a significant admission from a Department which generally is
'sold' on the woodchip idea.
The area is richly endowed with wildlife. In the drier Jarrah forest, twenty-six
species of indigenous mammals and one hundred and twenty-seven species of birds
have been observed, while in the wetter and denser Karri forest there are eleven
species of marsupials, at least three bats, two species of native rodents and seventyfour species of birds. The wildlife in the Karri forest is less prolific but that should
not mean that it is therefore to be regarded as of lesser importance.
Species included in the license area are the Mardo (or yellow-footed marsupial
mouse), the ring-tailed possum and quokkas. Rare or endangered birds include the
Nankeen Night Heron, the Dusky Moorhen, the Narrow-billed Bronze Cuckoo,
the Barn Owl, the Masked Owl, the Tawny Frogmouth, the White-fronted Chat
and the Western Shrike Tit. What effects the expanded scale of forestry operations
will have upon these creatures can only be guessed at. Such apparently impressive
lists should not blind us to the fact that the faunal riches of the area have not
been adequately researched.
To its credit, the Forests Department is mindful of the possibility of unwanted
effects upon the fauna. In the north-east of the license area, the Perup River Fauna
Priority Area will not be cut over because not only does it contain saline streams,
it also is the habitat of the Numbat and the Woilie.
In addition to this area, verges along roads and creeks will be left uncut. But
whether these strategems will be sufficient is not known. Research into faunal recolonisation as a result of past clear felling has not been done.
The economics of the whole timber industry have not been adequately investigated, especially as to whether it furnishes a reasonable return to the State. The
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Forests Department Impact Statement admits that the costs to the Department of
the advent of the woodchip industry exceeds the value of royalties. This diseconomy may be wholly or partially offset by the silvicultural advantages of the
scheme, but the case has not been proven with precision. The absence of a precise
cost-benefit analysis constitutes yet another gap in our knowledge.
Comparisons with eastern states woodchip projects may seem justifiable but, as
with all comparisons, care should be taken to ascertain the degree of similarity
by reference to actual factors. For example, clear felling on a face will not take
place. The maximum size of coupes on the Karri-Marri areas is expected to be two
hundred hectares. (Clear felling will not occur in Jarrah-Marri areas.) Although
coupes are now being generally employed in the eastern states, clear felling on a
face has given rise to trenchant criticism.
Erosion has been a problem on the much steeper slopes of Eden (N.S.W.) and
especially in Tasmania. The slopes in our south-west are much gentler. The claim
is made by Forests Department officers that 'Karri' soils will not erode easily and
they point to potato patches with little apparent signs of erosion. However, gazing
at the countryside is no substitution for careful and systematic measurement. This
is now being commenced by the Forests Department. Streams are being monitored
for sediment load which will provide an index of erosion. (Such streams are also
being measured for salinity and turbidity, while the salt content of ground water
is also being measured.)
In order to discover whether the accelerated level of erosion is within acceptable
limits, such monitoring must occur well before cutting occurs so that benchmarks
will be established. This is being done in five selected forest blocks. But the clear
felling will occur elsewhere well before it is known whether erosion will be a hazard.
Of course, clear felling has been going on for some years. But that in no way
proves that damage has not occurred already or will not occur in the future.
It is not possible in an article of this length to enumerate all the aspects in
which there is an inadequacy of information. A perusal of the documents mentioned will confirm the doubts.
The question that must arise is as to whether an institution centrally involved
in the deal is the best agent for the preparation of an impact statement. This is not
to vilify professional foresters employed in the Department, although such charges
of vilification have been levelled at me by people who seem to be unable to see the
tension and conflict inherent in a situation in which Caesar sits in judgement upon
Caesar's handiwork. In my limited experience, the qualities of dedication, expertise
and integrity can no better be found in government service than among Forestry
Department officers. But, this does not make them inhuman. It does not absolve
them from the very human failings we all share: an emotional involvement in a
project into which they have poured their professionalism and a lifetime of commitment.
Any resource which has several possible utilisations during its development must
give rise to conflict. Forests can provide timber, potable water, tourist attractions,
scenic loveliness, faunal habitats, a unique botanical community, a sense of the
wonder of life. You or I, asked to place a value on each of these products will
probably disagree and may even come to blows. Forests Departments are no exception to this rule. When reading the impact statement, one is struck by the
emphasis placed upon commercial timber as a product, sometimes implicit and at
others nakedly explicit. However, that should not blind us to the fact that the
Department has consistently given emphasis to other uses of the forest. But
whether enough such contrary emphasis has been given, is one for the people to
decide in the political context. We should not run away from our responsibility to
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make value judgements by being over critical of Government employees who are
working within considerable constraints.
In other words, the fate of our forests and their utilisation must be debated
upon and decided in the public arena.
The Conservation Through Reserves Committee has recommended that the
Shannon River Drainage Basin should be excised from the license area at least
for the first fifteen years until it is known whether deleterious effects will flow
from the project. Further, it has suggested that an area of Karri forest should be
chosen from the Basin for reservation as a National Park. It is claimed by the
Committee that the fifty thousand hectares of the Shannon River area contains 'the
nearest approach to a large primitive forest remaining in the south-west of the
State'.
The amount of Karri forest reserved, whether consisting of pure stands or of
admixtures, is pitifully small. The Warren National Park, which has some fine
Karri stands, is tiny for something dignified by the name of 'National Park'. It
contains only 1,340 hectares.
The Conservation Through Res.erves Committee quoted the size of reserves in
other parts of the world in its excellent report. When we look at the Rio Pilcomayo
National Park of 283,500 hectares in the Argentine, the Borgefjell National Park
in Norway (100,051 hectares), the Khekhtsir National Park in the U.S.S.R. (45,206
hectares) and the Isle Royale Park in Michigan, U.S.A. (218,433 hectares), our
niggardly attitude to reservations is nakedly revealed.
In California, in order to preserve their pride and joy-the Californian Redwood-there is the Sequoia National Park (156,600 hectares) and the King's
Canyon National Park (186,369 hectares). Comparison with California is apt
because its total area is less than one fifth that of Western Australia with a comparatively high proportion of unproductive desert and yet it can 'afford' such areas.
The question that must arise: are the Americans more matured and responsible in
their attitudes to conservation and to the needs of future generations?
I have heard the comment made that as we have only small forested areas we
cannot hope to compete with the reservations of other better endowed lands. That
of course is a truism. If California has more forested areas reserved than we have
Karri areas obviously we cannot have Karri reserves as large. But I don't believe
this means that we should be profligate with our scarce resources. A wise people
will husband precious but rare gifts. I believe one criterion of a civilised society is
its concern for the welfare of future generations. I wonder how history will judge
the Western Australians of the twentieth century.
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WOMAN POETS
I
CARL HARRISON-FORD reviews
Kate Jennings (ed.) Mother I'm Rooted: An
Anthology of Australian Woman Poets (Outback Press, 1975), $2.95.
Kate Jennings, Come to Me My Melancholy
Baby (Outback, 1975), $1.95.
"A woman writer has to be ten times better,
ten times more persistent, and so much stronger
than any male with equivalent talent to overcome the usual obstacles to reach publication.
. .. I asked the publishers if I could advertise
around and try and reach women poets Out
There.... It also became, unabashedly on my
part, an attempt to question the standards of
what is supposed to be good and bad poetry in
the prevailing literary hegemony.... I think the
women in this book, most of them writing in
isolation, and uncontaminated by trends, fashions and the politics of the poetry world, write
because they need and want to express themselves, and they have something to say, in their
own voices. No oughts.... And hopefully this
book will provoke debate about 'standards'."
So writes Kate Jennings in the powerfully
worded introduction to her anthology Mother
I'm Rooted, and she is right of course. Even
from within the institution of the university
she distrusts so much, critical standards-and
the uses to which tools and props such as close
reading are put-are being questioned, altered
and even undermined occasionally. And more
often than not it is advances in literature, not
in literary theory, that lead to such re-examinations and challenges. Kate Jennings must be
taken at her aggressively stated word and her
books (her role in Mother I'm Rooted must be
stressed) used as crucial and challenging texts.
I say her books since it would be distressingly easy to nitpick over the introduction to
Mother ... which, frankly, doesn't contribute
Poets Fay Zwicky and Dorothy Hewett were also asked
to review Kate Jennings' books. Both were very critical
of the books and did not wish to review them.
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much to the issues it invokes. But Mother I'm
Rooted and its 153 contributors join forces to
demonstrate just that hegemony to which Jennings alludes. For the standard of poetry is
exceptionally high and most of the writers are
unknown, or scarcely known, in the literary
world. Many have been rejected frequently,
published only sparingly if that; others, it
would seem-I cannot imagine any other plausible explanation, gross chauvinism includedhave been too shy or uncertain or drained of
confidence to badger editors and play that
literary set of games we all know exists.
Jennings has asked for a critique of standards and her contributors present the case.
Amongst writers themselves one expects no less
than constant and radical examination of issues
that surface as criticism amongst readersthough they need not surface in "critical" form
in poetry, or even in propagandist or polemical
games. And what is so impressive about Mother
I'm Rooted as a collection is the extent to
which it coheres as a collective, demanding and
politically loaded force-a force that exceeds
even the implications of many of the strongest
individual contributions.
Of course not every poet is unknown or unrecognised or a mute inglorious Sappho rescued
just in the nick of time. But the poems feed off
each other's company, cohere, defy some (even
if not as many as Jennings suggests) literary
fashions and conventions. There is a great
range of styles at a formal level and yet a binding that demonstrates very clearly the extent
to which form is a servant, though an involved
one, of strongly and clearly felt emotions. This
is demonstrated quite neatly and movingly by
the way in which published poets like Carol
Novack, Stefanie Bennett and Joanne Burns
read better in the context of this collection than
they have in any magazine in which I had read
them previously. It is reinforced by the examples of poets whose works would not have
been likely to receive editorial attention in most
literary magazines (and the published nonrecord justifies such a claim) through reasons
of what I would assume would be old-fashioned
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formality-Barbara Giles, perhaps-or an editorial distrust of strong polemic in writers like
Kerryn Higgs, Chris Sitka or Kate Jennings
herself (whos.e only publication in literary
magazines has been in New Poetry).
This needs to be stressed, not only because
of the high standard of so much of Mother
I'm Rooted and its consequent literary significance, but also since simple discrimination or
conservatism I fear has affected the book's reception. Once again it exists on the level of
fact that some shops have refused to stock the
book and some newspapers to review it because of its title. The record is inconsistent
here, between shops and between papers, since,
against the implications of these discriminations, The Melbourne Herald has interviewed
Jennings and discussed the title, and the Adelaide Advertiser did the same, and on its front
page (27 March). But however open the implications of this uneven reception are, the fact
remains that Buzo's Rooted did not suffer similarly-maybe because of the favourable review
in Time, maybe because of the author's sex,
maybe because that bald title was sufficiently
context-free to allow people to turn a blind eye
if they wished or needed to do so.
To this extent, Mother I'm Rooted is an important and challenging cultural event and
artefact and would have been one even had its
overall quality been less impressive. But it is
important, also, to move from such broad considerations to individual poets, from the
manner in which the volume's bulk demands
attention to the manner in which its contributors do. This does not lead, however, to the
same points being made in miniature. Rather,
it brings to the surface even more tellingly the
need for personal realization-even if, as is
often the case here, it is at a level of personal
confusion-of the need for self-conscious reexamination of the terms and the communication of self. Rather than sound proscriptive,
and without wishing to imply I have a wide or
strongly critical knowledge of the literature of
women's issues, I would like to put these emotions in the context of Emma Goldman's essay
of 1911, "The Tragedy of Women's Emancipation":
The right to vote, or equal civil rights, may
be good demands, but true emancipation
begins neither at the polls nor in courts. It
begins in woman's soul. History tells us that
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every oppressed class gained true liberation
from its masters through its own efforts. It
is necessary that woman learn that lesson,
that she realize that her freedom will reach
as far as her power to achieve her freedom
reaches. It is, therefore, far more important
for her to begin with her inner regeneration,
to cut loose from the weight of prejudices,
traditions, and customs.
These terms, I feel, recur many times in Mother
I'm Rooted and it is in the demonstration of
them that the book's peculiar and political as
well as literary power reside.
Out of 153 poets one can only choose sparingly, but I would like to point in particular to
the contributions of Sylvia Kantarizis, Gillian
E. Hanscombe, Christ Sitka and, in the context
of her own collection, Kate Jennings herself.
It is difficult, always, to read Kantarizis and
reconcile oneself to the fact that she has had
no collection published even though, as far ago
as 1970 it was known a collection had been prepared for possible publication. Her assurance is
balanced and calm; she practices advanced craft
like other people take breath; there is clarity
enough, and confidence, to allow her such "oldfashioned" devices as the apostrophe while only
enhancing her urgent contemporaneity. And, in
a poem such as "By their poems ye shall know
them: poem", she has sufficient control of her
materials to handle an analogy with expert care
and never let analogy lapse, as it can so often
in less competent hands, into the damning trap
of equivalence. It is worth quoting in full not
only because of its flow but also because it has
been so important a touchstone, Kate Jennings
having taken its last five lines as an epigram for
one of her own best poems:
All I know about poetry is that it has
something to do with sex,
something very close to sex,
polarised sexall the words erect and pointing
in one direction-urgentor not urgent in the least but
ponderous and heavy with
slow rhythms and long, deep sighs.
Others prefer craft,
making an art of it, delicately and with
fine workmanship interweaving
bodies in words
lovingly.
Some poems fall anyhow,
all of a heap anywhere, dishevelled,
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legs apart in loneliness and
desperation,
and you talk about standards.
Elsewhere in the collection, and in magazine
publication, Kantarizis consolidates this talent,
and her extraordinary ability to use abrupt and
violent images with an ease that is truly breathtaking even on repeated readings. One poem,
on lovemaking, begins:
Writhing with soft emblems of hopeful
eglantine,
my mind breaks out of the flowery hollow
of your dreams
and sucks your heart out ...
I was not aware of the work of Gillian Hanscombe and Chris Sitka before reading Mother
I'm Rooted but they, too, have similar assurance. Chris Sitka's two poems are angry, involved and direct. Politically-they are "In
Sisterhood" for the Symbionese Liberation
Army women, and concerned with "the enormity of our oppression"-the tone is unremitting and yet controlled with anger never giving
way to mere spleen or despair, the references
simple and to hand rather than seeking out
cultural significance through assertion or the
loaded, bullying blackmail one finds so often
in the school labelled "confessional." Towards
the end of "Witch Poem" Sitka writes, with
considerable momentum already gained:
I know that we must not drown in our tears.
Yet how can I not cry when I remember
the woman who pregnant and despairing,
drank a whole bottle of whiskey in a gulp
and climbed into a scalding hot bath
which slowly turned red with her own beautiful blood,
and stank from her vomit.
Presumably such poems are not written for
analysis in the way Jennings implies most
poetry (and most published poetry is by men)
is. But it nevertheless stands up to analysis
which, as a critic, I see as the response of any
careful reader-and it challenges the more academic or formal wings of that analysis. I feel
it is only to the poem's and the poet's favour
to remark on the intensity of the paradox of
those opening two lines, the ease with which
"beautiful" is both loving and intensifies the
horror in the sixth, the lack of a question mark,
even, that moves the stanza past questioning
even while it words a question. The intensity of
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emotion is, coincidentally and not accidentally,
a triumph of craft and it is this blending of
skills that gives such understated resolution to
the poem's conclusion:
But I will not despair
before the enormity of our oppression.
I ask onlyvery simplythat we begin to act
to end all this.
Gillian Hanscombe is a very different poet
again, very much more classical and, though
most of her poems in Mother I'm Rooted are
from a sequence addressed to Hecate, I mean
classical in a sense other than pertaining to
the Ancient World. Hanscombe, rather, tends to
pare down her poems and to work from skeletal, basic considerations. The first poem quoted
is an almost-graph of words linked by arrows.
It cuts away narrative or connective flab and
yet is still rich itself. The schematic presentation allows for as much ambiguity and uncertainty as most poetry this century displays, but
doesn't need the complex machinery of cultural
and literary cross-reference that had become
the norm.
Similarly, in "Hecate the Teacher", the first
two stanzas seem built suggestively and well
out of a sequence of broken chants and the
third appears schematic though, once more,
there is more than mere structure:
Hecate said these charms:
virgin - matron
maiden - wife
scholar - mother
martyr - siren
spinster - servant
Hecate - Self
woman - woman
The relationship between what the poem calls
charms and I isolate as schematic is in fact
close. Seen either way, the Hecate poems succeed in breaking down the image of this rather
ambiguous classical figure who, I gather, is of
uncertain origins in classical terms, and building up a new, a current mythology. The method
seems to be by almost archaeological analogy,
a building out of shards.
Again, "The Charms" works by similar
methods. It talks of "logical postulates", "the
meaning of meaning" and "Knowledge of
knowledge/all the time questioning/that my being is being" and moves on to:
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Someone must explore the assumptions
behind the assumptions
they said

The implications of the quote are taken up
and expanded, cross-referring, multiply ironic,
talking of words right till the end:

But the trees are turning grey
fan-tailed birds are falling out of the sky
somewhere lovers are put asunder
children scream
old men die on temple steps
the United Nations trembles under the
future.

I bear my words and meanings are too simple
my motives too transparent.
I will be fettered imaginatively and emotionally
if I cannot be more involved with matters other
than
love has died, friendship has faded.
But because I loved you gladly
because we in a manner of speaking blew it
baby
because I no longer like you
because I despise and curse you
and because I am lonely
I want to protest. I mean love's a myth isn't it.

Hanscombe's world, as I read it, is being painstakingly reconstructed. It is filled, as the narrator says in response to questions from Hecate,
with past, dead glories, "the great ones are
dead/and their monuments are rubble/and their
vision is pornography/and their lives are brochures ..." The vision is Janus-faced, personal
and social, the terms meticulous.
Such poets give only an impression of the
range and standards of Mother I'm Rooted,
though I feel they represent it at its best. But
one could single out many more poets-literally dozens more. The three I have discussed
the most have not had commercially released
collections of poetry though they, and others,
warrant them. There is a strong need, now that
Jennings' anthology has isolated this largely
unknown body of poets, for a second, even if
interim, stage in bringing them to the public.
And that is the instigation of, at very least, a
series of pamphlets like Queensland's Gargoyle
Poets or Angus and Robertson's announced
new venture that could present larger groupings
of these poets' works.
Kate Jennings' own collection, Come to me
my Melancholy Baby, is a good, extended
volume running to about eighty pages. At times
there are hints of an overriding structure, or of
livre composee, but ultimately the collection is
a good but disparate one.
One of the things that is most impressive
about Jennings' own poetry is her self-conscious awareness of craft, of words and their
function. It is a subject to which she refers
almost as often as her radical feminism. She
calls one poem "Words are all I have to take
your heart away" and ends it "Words are all
I have"; in "One kiss too many" she writes:
... unlike Job, you will not have
the integrity or wit to say
how long will you vex my soul,
and break me in pieces with words
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Again, in another poem she talks of "Blackmailing you with words,/if you are listening"
and in "A poem for my therapist or Psychiatry
is his trade" she writes of herself
writing you a poem not for therapy
but because poetry is my trade.
Watch your words
Doctor ...
This emphasis on language, on the language
and the process of poetry is crucially important
in Jennings' entire book. In terms of her feminism it seems to give her a perspective of a
job, a trade, a skill from which to argue-and
at the same time it consolidates, even if it
doesn't heal, as it progresses. As she writes "I
mean love's a myth isn't it" there is, certainly
in context, a knowledge not only of knowing
what she feels but of knowing what she's saying, and those two things aren't necessarily the
one and the same. When she addresses her
psychiatrist it is as one professional to another
and, as the poem unfolds, as one who can
understand, at a quite formal level and analytically, the other's communicative shortcomings
and give-aways.
There is, also, a nice and well-balanced sense
of poems being built from words as individual
units. She starts with the word and places them
carefully, soberly. Just look, for instance, at the
clear control of tone and the knowledge of how
to handle a sentence over lines, of how to give
one word a particular presence. At the end of
"All of a heap anywhere, Megara, Megara"
(though not, unfortunately, in the version in
Mother I'm Rooted):
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I love you. I love you
still.
Or, in "Barbara", the excellently cadenced
suggestions in,
The eternal feminine goes on,
somewhat relentlessly ...
pivot on "somewhat" and placement on a white
page. In a different, but similarly effective
manner, the title of "Couples" is buried in the
text and is not "Couples" which seems to stand
in as a heading instead: the poem is called,
more appropriately and appropriately placed,
"racked and ranked".
Of course to talk technique like this is misleading in the extreme and may suggest Jennings is a formalist with too much concern for
considerations that are nothing more than niceties and polish. But it is truer to remark that
Jennings' success comes from the skill and care
with which she writes out her concerns and,
especially in her case, a concentration on the
significance of individual words as well as their
combination.
And this is a concern that crosses an otherwise fairly clear split in her poetic career-a
split between poetry of association and complex
and convoluted reference or structure and a
poetry of disarmingly direct statement. The split
is in time as well as in organization with all the
more literary poems the earlier. In these-such
as "Piecemeal chatelaine" or "easy times series
three"-there are still obvious concerns with
the feminist issues that now predominate but
the approach is oblique and sometimes tricksy
as though she were attempting to integrate her
concerns in established genres of experimentation. But in the later pieces there is continuously less experiment and a corresponding in-
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crease in the careful structuring of that difficult
ease that is created when someone masters
direct statement in art. I don't see this alteration as a simple move away from "male"
poetry, though I gather Jennings does, so much
as the development of what critics, their guards
down and the artefact defiantly clear in front
of them, are wont to call a "true voice".
It is interesting to note, in this respect, however, that all the quotes I have used to demonstrate Jennings' formal skills and craft come
from the second stage of her development. The
implications of this are I think significant for
anyone who wants to take up Jennings' own
hope, quoted at the beginning of this review,
that Mother I'm Rooted, and Come to me my
Melancholy Baby of course, will lead to debate
about standards.
For Jennings herself has gone through an
important transformation as a poet without
there being all that significant an alteration in
her concerns or her meticulous care with words
and her trade as poet. That trade should not
be placed in quotes, either. The debate about
standards can be declared open-and if it hasn't
already been, it is now. For Jennings as poet
and as editor has opened up that area that few
critics examine carefully and few social commentators examine critically-the problem area
in which skill is apparent and yet often unrecognized; in which standards (of which Kantarizis speaks so beautifully in the poem quoted)
need once more to be extracted rather than
applied or simply set against the text; and in
which poems, for all their being self-contained
and unities, also exist in a literary and an even
wider world which, when it is ignored or taken
for granted, is an invisible cultural corral.

*

*

*
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II
HAL COLEBATCH reviews
Dorothy Hewett, Rapunzel in Suburbia (Prism,
1975), $3.00.
I have been unable to follow the editor's suggestion that I combine a review of Dorothy
Hewett's Rapunzel in Suburbia with a review
of the volumes published in Australia as some
sort of contribution to International Women's
Year. The chief feminist anthology, Mother
I'm Rooted, for example, contains a great deal
of work simply beneath criticism as poetry, to
borrow a phrase from Richard Packer (in
Quadrant), and some of the other volumes
are even worse.
(While I believe the idea of an anthology of
women's poetry as intrinsically fatuous as an
anthology of left-handers' poetry, red-heads'
poetry, idiots' poetry or an equivalent selection
from any group whose criterion is not poetic
quality, if such things must be it seems odd
that several very good woman poets were
omitted.)
To bracket Dorothy Hewett with some of the
"feminine" work recently published-devoid of
skill, originality or intelligence as the latter is
-would be simply inappropriate. They can
hardly indeed be. compared, except for the
purpose of showing the chasm between what
poetry should be and what it all too often is.
In Rapunzel in Suburbia Dorothy Hewett
remains and grows upon what she has always
been: a poet of profound thought and feeling
whose work, while containing flaws, is illuminated by innate poetic gifts and shaped by
years of dedication to the craft.
As such, she appears to be in a distinct and
noble minority among Australian poets being
published today, when, to borrow another
phrase from Packer, poetry is being published
and incestuously reviewed (though not, I
imagine, sold) by Narcissistic poetasters whose
writing technique and competence would be
insufficient to win them a cadetship on a suburban newspaper, and who, in an age when the
oversupply of printed material, not to mention
the destruction of pine forests, is becoming a
real and serious problem, appear to be working
hard to add to the world's blank meaninglessness.
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Having recently waded through a large
amount of the new pseudo poetry, and having
been made depressed as well as cantankerous
by the experience, it was an enormous relief
even to be depressed in the right way by the
opening pages of Rapunzel in Suburbia, for the
profound sadness of the poems was a genuine
and literary response.
Sylvia Kantarizis has witheringly remarked:
"Some poems fall anyhow,
all of a heap anywhere, dishevelled,
legs apart in loneliness and
desperation
and you talk about standards."
Well, yes, I do.
So, obviously, does Dorothy Hewett. Rapunzel in Suburbia is an intricate, highly wrought
collection, in which Dorothy Hewett shows
major and continuing development. There are
a number of obvious contrasts and comparisons
to be made with her previous major collection,
Windmill Country. In Rapunzel in Suburbia
the political statement as such has disappeared
entirely, save that a political history remains to
colour and enrich the memories of the poet's
persona. In Windmill Country there were only
a small number of political poems, ranging
from the tub-thumping Social Realism of
"Clancy and Dooley and Don McLeod" to the
much later subtle, complex and politically
devastating montage "The Hidden Journey",
but, perhaps contrary to Dorothy Hewett's
intention at the time, and in view of her politically active life till then, their presence coloured
the book to a disproportionate degree. (In 1968,
when Windmill Country was published,
Dorothy Hewett was still just a member of the
Communist Party, though her intellectual emmigration was well advanced.) Rapunzel in
Suburbia is a much more unified collection
than Windmill Country, being, of course, produced over a far shorter period, but within its
more restricted frames of reference the poetic
voice is deeper, richer and more diverse. The
voice is more cosmopolitan and the academic
experience has left its mark (I do not mean this
in the derogatory sense). There is-instantly
recognisable-Professor Quixote, but no sliprails or dockyard nights. The poet of Rapunzel
in Suburbia is committed relentlessly to selfdiscovery and codification, even at times too
much so. To be Rapunzel in Suburbia, where,
for a variety of reasons, the imaginative life is
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simply impossible, is a desperate thing. Under
this desperation the voice can occasionally

"Bare-faced,
armoured in bone,
back at that lonely place
where I began.
Anything's possible
now that I am alone,
anything at all,
now Heaven is impossible,
and all's well."

break in self-pity:
"I am only an old doll reading her poems
under a lamplight
waiting a fourth cremation."
But defeat is not often owned. Dorothy
Hewett is heroic and romantic, and Rapunzel's
vision and voice can be baroque and wildly
romantic still, as in "Four Kings", a quite
incredible poem to have emerged from the
contemporary Australian scene:

The first section, "Memoirs of a Protestant
Girlhood", sets the tone: sad, elegiac, sweet,
the girl soon to grow into a young antipodian
Mayakovsky:
A waterfall of hair, body like glass,
Wading through the goldfish pools in winter,
Her white shark-skin dress dark-wet above her
thighs,
The very shape and effigy of love:
Or turbanned, earringed, lying on the lawn
Among the clover burrs, her bangles clacking,
reading Ern Malley.
Oh! her nipples under her black lace bras
And flimsy blouses, her gold hair pins
Strewn in the car upholstery ..."

H •••

"Two kings rose up to meet two kings
out of a hallowed ground,
and face to face in close embrace
they made no mortal sound,
but silently the kings exchanged
the circle of their crowns.
And two wore flesh, and rosy limbed
they rode out thigh to thigh,
no armour kept them s.acroscanct
under the curved sky;
they met their grisly counterpart
and froze within their eye.
There in the mirror of the lake
I saw them stand like stone,
the one bright hand of flesh embrace
the other hand of bone,
then out across the wintry waste
two kings rode off alone.
The lake runs round in widdershins,
the prophecies in rings,
across the ground in mighty sound
the buzzard's voice sings,
and skeletons with crowns of gold
are substitutes for kings.
Deep in the funnel of the lake
two smiling youths I found,
they whirled and spun, till one by one
they sank into the ground;
the deathly kings into the dark
rode on with glittering crowns."
Stylistically this is not a typical poem, but in
a sense it is thematically typical. Rapunzel in
Suburbia is a haunting and terrible book, which
never allows the reader to forget that to be a
genuine Romantic, perhaps especially to be a
Romantic woman, is an agonising experience.
The poet confronts two vast enemies: the vacuous world of the suburbs and the body's decay:
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Like Mayakovsky, Dorothy Hewett has to
some extent made inseparable her work and
her chosen lifestyles. But unlike Mayakovsky,
though she once attempted suicide (portrayed
in her play The Chapel Perilous) she has kept
on fighting and kept on coming in a world
growing steadily colder and older. "Memoirs of
a Protestant Girlhood" is an oddly needful title.
As Mr Patrick O'Brien has pointed out in a
recent lecture series, the Australian experience
which may be called "protestant" and the inevitable degrees of reaction from this experience, are subjects that have been oddly neglected in literary evocation and political studies.
Dorothy Hewett has done something here to
rectify this.
There are many tensions at work in Dorothy
Hewett's poems, not the least being in diction.
It can be stark or lush, or torn in several rents.
Several of her best efforts are those closest to
musical comedy, such as "In Moncur Street',
which echoes the world of Joan Littlewood:
"the snapshop album turned and turned,
the stew caught fire, the budgie burned,
the pensioners at drafts and dreams,
picked bugs between their trouser seams."
Rapunzel in Suburbia is putting her past in
order. "O! Baby, baby, it's a Wild World.",
codifies a life distinct from those of the two
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earlier sections, with their tendency towards
physical and soulful preoccupations. "World" is
the world of Dorothy Hewett the ex-Communist and academic:

decessors with the contemporary. In all the
books human relationships, especially sexual
relationships, have a desperate importance, but
here the have a s cial, merciless. UT enc :

". . . guerrilla fighters
wear cardigans and watch it on The Box,
lapsed Party cards, and Labor's in again.
Retired, Comrade X fishes Nambucca
Heads,
& Mrs Petrov, shorthand typist,
hiding from reporters
brings home the weekly bacon ..."
This particular poem is sloppy. In this context, purposely so. The Revolution did not
come, and nothing in that particular world
could matter so much again. "Alice In A German Garden", a counterpart and compliment
to "The Hidden Journey", documents the spiritua! blight Cold-War politics put upon European cultural life:
"The Alsations pace endlessly up and down the
borders,
The Yopos click their rifles at Checkpoint
Charlie.
Why do we all keep on meeting the same
characters
Like a morality play; the taxi driver who
snarls
'This country is shit', the young West German
who married
The East German girl, and can't go home to
mother,
The silent waiter who spits his contempt on
the pavement?
'Did your books get through last month,
Or did you again receive only the dust jackets?
I have, co'!?plained to the Ministry of Culture....
"Disillusionment" is generally used today to
mean the losing of ideals. It should be remembered that it means literally the shedding of
illusions. Though it is perhaps impossible for a
feeling creature not to be bitter over such a
political history, Dorothy Hewett has made her
experiences here a source of wisdom rather
than bitterness (closer to home she has not
always succeeded so well in this). From the
tortured journey of the Communist and academic Dorothy Hewett, the poet Dorothy
Hewett has been able to extract and distill that
which is appropriate for poetry.
The section from which the collection takes
its title is more closely involved than its pre82

(All right. Compare this poem, technically,
with one of the offerings of Mother I'm
Rooted, which goes as follows:

"W
OMEN
S

T
R
U

A
T

E"

and a certain difference in the textual richness
of the poetry should be apparent.)
Rapunzel in Suburbia establishes Dorothy
Hewett as an important contemporary Australian poet. In some ways the thematic limitations she has put upon herself in it are
irritating, but it is impertinent for an outsider
to tell the poet what else she should have
written about. It is true that in a sense the preoccupation with self has led to self-indulgence,
but it is also true that Dorothy Hewett has
long since gone on record as holding selfdiscovery to be an essential task for the writer
seeking to explain and speak to the world. In
many ways Rapunzel in Suburbia is reminiscent
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of Lowell ("There's nothing for it but to take
my stick/Where Lowell rages like a lunatic/
And cast about and exorcise the lot"), and the
exorcism of the demons of self and history may
be necessary before anything new is done. But
even in her most "Confessional" work, Dorothy
Hewett is more than a confessional poet. Time
destroys sureties and lovers, optical tissue tears,
but the world remains rich and full of meaning.
Dorothy Hewett's poetic persona is a self in
relation to the richness of the world:
"The island is full of noise,
the boy girdles the earth
with a circling rod of fishes,
but the man stands still in the surf,
the pearls moist in his eyes,
Caliban-Ferdinand-Prospero,
the beast is exorcised,
and the maimed Fisher King by the wreck,
casting his net in the sea
brings out the albatross by the neck."
Dorothy Hewett has built this book layer by
layer. If, to quote Orwell she sometimes "stands
intermittently aghast at the horror of existence", the Fisher King, even if inevitably
maimed, is still on the shore, and eyes may still
be pearls when the demons of self and of bitterness are not permitted to cloud the vision;
(Dorothy Hewett has always been a most skilful
user of concrete, visual images-one reason
why her poems are so suitable for broadcasting
-and on some of her work a detached retina
leaves a fearful mark: "crazed mirror ... splintered eye ... one huge disfigured eye".) Enough
has probably been quoted here to show her
often beautiful but sometimes failing sense of
cadence:
"Anemones open
from her gaping sides
the sea grapes cluster,
none dare touch,
she floats and she divides."
Her world is crowded with the actual and
the imagined. "Sanctuary", a poem written in
Perth, and partly inspired by the suicidedrowning of a fellow poet, shows the strength
and sureness she can achieve with this technique (she also employs it in her most important poems -"Testament", "Legend of the
Green Country", "The Hidden Journey" and
"Alice in a German Garden", to name a few).
This is sanctuary and suicide in Perth:
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". . . They called and called and got out the
dogs,
but all the time he was lying dead in the boatbay
with three anchor chains wrapped round his
body, like Christ
hauled out of the river, glittering wet in the
arc lamps,
a spearing marlin!
and someone else wa~ crashing about through
the hills,
unwashed, sleepless, a revolver coolon his
ribcage.
This nervous hollow city is built on sand,
looped with wires, circled with shaven trees.
The bleeding pigeons tumble outside the
windows,
the children wring their necks.
The exchange is jammed with outward calls,
the T.V. screen, jagged with light,
crackles and goes out ..."
This is a strange war that Dorothy Hewett
is fighting between the self and the world. It is
not Lowell, self-orientated though it is, and
most certainly Dorothy Hewett is not, like so
many, preoccupied with her own purely personal triumphs and disasters as isolated and
uniquely important events, in the sense that,
while her work is sometimes too inward looking, and her judgement here can falter, she does
not, somehow, take herself too seriously in a
poetically inappropriate way. She does not always avoid falling into pathos, but she pulls
herself out of it.
This is only possible, of course, because
Dorothy Hewett is a professional poet, and is
as well a woman of great erudition and literary
perception. This needs to be stated because the
wild physicality of the image her writing and
drama projects can tend to hide the cerebral
processes. While her technique has reached a
point at which its obviousness has disappeared,
it remains apparent that each of these poems is
the work of a poet who thinks.
It is possible to argue that Lowell has been
a harmful influence. From him Dorothy Hewett
may have acquired indirectly the bad practice
of putting together images without intrinsic
relation to each other to achieve a momentary
dramatic effect:
"A platinum crooner, old as Alice Faye,
belts out bad ragtime in the empty ballroom.
The Prince, buttoning his fly,
is doing pushups and demanding saunas.
Two giant Ghanaians smile & kiss my hand."
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This seems to exemplify the occasional weakness of Dorothy Hewett's montage technique:
usually very successful, it can fall into a dense
private obscurity that has no meaning for the
reader. This sacrificing of sense to image seems
to echo Lowell, and indeed Eliot. Montage is
very effective, as Dorothy Hewett has amply
proved, but even the greatest poets may lose
control of it, falling into associations only they
can see.
The influences and pressures between which
Dorothy Hewett is caught have produced a
number of tensions which have proved artistically productive, and which have given her here
a distinctive voice (she is already inspiring imitators). But it is difficult to think she can continue much further in this particular direction
successfully. Perhaps this is what she herself is
hinting at when she writes, in the concluding
poem, "Grave Fairytale":
" ... Three seasons he stank at the tower's base.
A hawk plucked out his eyes, the ants busied
his brain,
the mud-weed filled his mouth, his great sword
rotted,
his tattered flesh-flags hung on bushes for the
birds.
Bald as a collaborator I sit walled
in the thumb-nosed tower~
wound round three times with ropes of
autumn leaves.
And the witch . . . sometimes I idly kick
a little heap of rags across the floor.
I notice it grows smaller every year."
Rapunzel in Suburbia, despite its division
into sections, is a unified collection, and in it
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Dorothy Hewett has said for the record a certain thing a bout her life, her world, and the
friends and lovers to whom she dedicates the
book. She is not, unlike the pseudo poets, 0 bsessed with stating and restating that she is a
poet (are. they trying to fool their readers or
themselves?) and she knows exactly what she
has set out to do. The poet of Windmill Country has learned and grown, but, for the moment
at least, grown into something of a cul-de-sac.
Dorothy Hewett is far too intelligent a poet
not to be aware of this: bodies are always
traitors, beliefs decay, the world compromises,
but Rapunzel remains, singing in her tower
against it all. Where will she go from here?
Since Dorothy Hewett moved to Sydney I have
not had the opportunity to discuss her work
with her, but it is difficult to believe so lively
a mind is not continuing to extend its interests
in other directions. In suburbia, with all that
that word implies (not all of it vacuous, by any
means) Rapunzel cannot remain in her tower
forever.
There are only two kinds of books: those
that are worth reading and those that are not.
Rapunzel in Suburbia assuredly joins the few
in the former category. It is, like Dorothy
Hewett's plays at their best, quite unforgettable: sad, haunting, lonely and lost, but beautiful, strong and undefeated through it all.
Dorothy Hewett is one of the very small group
in whose hands any possible future for Australian poetry lies. She has lived, she has suffered,
she has rejoiced, she thinks and she feels, and
the result has been touched with the genuine
magic.
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BOOKS
Abortion: The Bobigny Affair, Introduction by
Simone de Beauvoir, Wild and Woolley, 1975.
175 pp. (first published in French by Gallimard, 1973)
"Against abortion people often invoke natural
law. But there are no laws in nature. There are
only phenomena. It is men who make laws."
Francois Jacob, winner of the Nobel prize for
physiology and Medicine.
As I lay in bed on a pleasant Sunday morning contemplating the review I proposed to
write there drifted into my head the wise remark of somebody or other that reason is a
ship afloat on a sea of emotion. Intellect always
functions in a context that is different for each
of us and that the tides of unsuspected feeling
often influence decisions we think are rational.
The matter of abortion is one where everybody
else's emotional matrix is clearly perceived by
each of us as we sail our good ship Reason
through seas we think we know. But let us
imagine for a little while that there is a switch
of emotional contexts and that God (She's got
the whole world in Her hands) suddenly reverses the situation She originally created and
that men, properly equipped of course, become
the bearers of children. There was a poster put
out some time ago by the Family Planning
Association in Britain which showed a glumly
pregnant man, with the caption "What if it
happened to you?". It caused a considerable
outcry and was withdrawn from circulation.
But what if it did happen? Think of all the
nubile men you know. All those bright young
men starting out on careers, how would they
react to being pregnant? What about all those
sportsmen?- Imagine Ian Chappell telling the
selectors he wouldn't be available for the next
Test Series because he was pregnant. Imagine if
you can a pregnant Jimmy Connors. Perhaps
even more at risk would be the older men,
those who had completed their families, to
whom another pregnancy would be a health
risk and an emotional burden. The age of
menopause is getting later and later, perhaps
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it is not fanciful to imagine that some childbearers might be at risk until they are nearly
fifty. Imagine what might happen if it were the
men in our community who were exposed to
that risk. While Mr Whitlam and Mr Connor
would have nothing to fear, imagine the consternation in the Hawke household when Bob
started to suffer from morning sickness and
although Andrew Peacock or Vic Garland
could probably go on looking well groomed
and with it, though pregnant, they might not
find that childbearing would be as great a vote
catcher for them as it was for Sonia McMahon.
Besides, Parliament House doesn't have any
child minding facilities. The list of those at risk
is long in politics, which is where laws about
abortion are made, but think also of your
friendly neighbourhood obstetrician, most likely
a man, quite probably in the risk age, certainly
making decisions about terminations for other
people. Would his attitude change if he were
to find himself pregnant? What about those
who influence society's attitudes in the media
and in prestige educational institutions? If more
of them were potentially at risk, changes in
abortion law might be seen as more centrally
of concern to society as a whole than is at
present the case.
Unfortunately most of the world's research
scientists are men, just as most of the world's
politicians and academics are men. So decisions
about area of research are also affected by the
emotional matrix of the often intelligent, rational, well meaning men who decide about
research priorities. If men had to bear the
babies, would the hazards and hassle of contraception be left to women and would the choice
still be between relatively inefficient mechanical
devices and bio-chemical interference with the
body's functions? I think not.
Since my own emotions are showing I will
admit to some more. In this context the most
important one is the great uncertainty about
the abortion issue. But about one thing I am
absolutely certain. If I needed an abortion the
choice ought to be mine and no one else's, just
as the responsibility would be mine and no one
else's.
The Bobigny Affair is really about choice
and responsibility. It is a complete record of
the case, at Bobigny in France in 1972, against
Marie Claire Chevalier, a seventeen year old
girl who had an abortion, against her mother
and three other women who were involved in
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helping her to obtain an abortion. In many
ways the case was like hundreds of others in
France at that time. The defendants were poor,
relatively uneducated, disadvantaged. Their
judges were all men, not, it would seem, punitive, but working within a rigid and inhumane
penal code. What made this case different was
that it was. supported by Choisir, a society much
like the Abortion Law Reform Society, whose
President was Simone de Beauvoir and whose
members included some prominent women lawyers in France. So this case was fought and
defended as the other cases had not been.
One of the salient points in the speeches for
the Defence was the moral right of women to
choice about child bearing. The argument depended in part on the position which I explored
at the beginning of this review, that women are
dependent on men for decisions which can only
be made in the context of being the potential
child bearer. As Maitre Giselle Halimi, Counsel
for the Defence, put it to the four Judges:
Would you agree, Gentlemen, to be brought
to trial before a court of women because
you had done as you thought fit with your
bodies. That would sound crazy to you.
(Applause in Court)
However, the matter of choice is explored much
more widely than this. It includes the fact that
Marie Claire claimed to have been forced into
having intercourse with the boy who made her
pregnant; that neither she, nor he, nor apparently most young people in France at the time
had had any sex education either at home or at
school; that information about contraceptives
was almost non-existent and that the acquisition
of contraceptives was hedged around with all
kinds of difficulty. These matters involve choice
on the most purely practical level. The Defence
raised issues of choice on a larger scale as well.
Some of the most moving evidence was given
by a young woman who had borne an illegitimate chP,:I. She had obeyed the law but at
tremendous psychic cost to herself and to the
child for whom she found it almost impossible
to provide at all, quite impossible to provide
adequately. This raises the question not so
much of the right to live but of the right to
live decently and of the choice a woman ought
to be able to make about whether she is able
to offer that right to a child.
One of the things which most exercised
women like Simone de Beauvoir and Giselle
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Halimi was the social status of the defendants.
Marie Claire's mother worked on the Metro,
earning 1500 francs a month. She could have
got an abortion for Marie Claire, performed by
a medical man, for 4500 francs, that is three
months' salary. She did not know where else
to turn and Marie Claire had a backyard job.
The very fact, dear reader, that you and I read
Westerly means we probably belong to the
privileged middle class. We are likely to have
all or some of three kinds of privilege; knowledge, money, influence. I know where I would
go for help if I needed an abortion, it probably
wouldn't be expensive, and if it were I could
probably borrow the money. Naively perhaps,
I hope that in the matter of influence I would
be less well off than my middle class equivalents in France, There, in the words of Giselle
Halimi
In the suppression of abortion ... discrimination reigns supreme. It is always the same
class that is arraigned, the class of women
who are poor, economically and socially
vulnerable, the class without money or connections. I have been a barrister for twenty
years.... I have never yet had to defend the
wife of a top public servant, or the wife of
a famous doctor, or of an important barrister, or of a company director.... You
always convict the same people-the Mme.
Chevaliers.
It is the Mme. Chevaliers of every society who
are likely to be denied the opportunity for
choice that their more fortunate contemporaries
enjoy. It is heartening to read an account of
how, in the Bobigny affair, the one group attempted to extend the range of choice of the
other.
This book is valuable in that it raises, in a
very direct form, issues that ought to be raised
and considered by the whole of society not just
by the group of women at risk and not just by
those people who feel called to pronounce on
moral issues. It is a pity that its presentation
means that it probably will not reach the widest
possible audience. Direct transcript of court
proceedings is often difficult to read. In this
case the difficulty is increased because the judicial system of France is very different from
that of Australia. A more wide-reaching presentation could have been made if the Bobigny
affair had been treated in the admirable way
that Sybil Bedford treated the trial of Dr John
Bodkin Adams in The Best We Can Do. That
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book was an account of the whole sensational
case which set the court proceedings in context,
explained legal detail likely to baffle the uninformed reader and brought the whole drama
vividly to life. The material of this trial is of
considerable human and social interest and
would have benefitted from such a presentation.
Carol Bolton

Massive Road Trauma: Colin Maxwell Talbot.
Outback Press, Melbourne. $2.50 paperbound.
$6.75 hardcover.
The Short Story Embassy: Michael Wilding.
Wild & Woolley, Sydney. $2.95 paperbound.
I came to these two books sour and prejudiced.
I had just finished reading Zen & the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert Pursig's book,
which has seduced most critical hearts but
seems to be both pretentious and silly. So I
looked on the title of Colin Maxwell Talbot's
book, Massive Road Trauma, with a jaundiced
eye, fearing that it would be the first pustule
of a rash of motor-bike books propagated by
Pursig's success. But to my surprise, I found
that it is not that kind of book at all. There's
no parade here of personality-the "decorated
millstone" as Lawrence called it, which sinks all
but the strongest talents, and no quiverings of
that precious sensibility which fears matter of
fact as believers once feared hell. Instead,
there's a light lyrical tone and a neatly and
delicately constructed work which presents a
series of momentary and disconnected incidents
and experiences yet at the same time scrutinises
them, offering a theory of experience rather
than a mere description of a consciousness. Thus
Talbot has combined a personal vision with an
ironic awareness of the secretarial nature of his
art.
Perhaps the most admirable thing about this
book is its unpretentiousness. Here is no posturing, no promise to unfold the Meaning of
Life or to diagnose the Ills of Our Day (promises and postures dear to Pursig). On the contrary' the epigram (from Saul Sievel) tells us,
disarmingly, "poets were made for the guillotine, philistines know much more". So Talbot
equips himself with a person content to remain within his own skin and not pretend that
he is any bigger than he really is, and that, I
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think, separates him refreshingly from most
other writers of the avant-garde whose writing
seems mainly concerned with the exploits of
an over-inflated ego. Yet what Talbot represents is fairly significant, a tradition which
descends from Joyce and Eliot and insists upon
a certain impersonality, on the artist as
Cheshire cat (if I may put it like this), refining
himself almost out of existence, a feat which
offers release from the psychological anarchy
which otherwise besets our culture. Thus, present in his work more as a kind of mirror than
a man, Talbot is able to give priority to the
world as it exists and how it exists. What confronts the reader is not so much the view of the
particular individual as a series of images of
the city which take on an almost emblematic
significance. Locked telephone booths, wrecked
cars, the milkman's horse and cart, Housing
Commission flats, Continental food shops, the
paraphernalia of loneliness, here offer also a
strange delight of recognition and understanding.
As I was puzzling over the strange appeal of
all this I came upon another new book, Michael
Wilding's The Short Story Embassy. And then
I began to understand more clearly what was
happening and what I was about. For The
Short Story Embassy is perhaps the most enabling book a critic could read in the present
state of the literary game. It is not merely that
it offers an Alice-in-Wonderland type map of
current vogues-the Embassy has its early
Brautigan tool shed, Katherine Mansfield sanatorium, Edgar Allen Poe graveyard and its inhabitants, the short story writers, represent
writers we know, very thinly disguised. More
engaging still, the rivalries are there also as
part of the fun. Arrived back from the outside
world, Tichbourne has to produce the books
and magazines he has bought and there's a
shocked moment when they recognize "a quarterly from Melbourne". "'What, - - - ' , said
Tichbourne in surprise. 'Don't say it', said
Wendel. 'Don't ever mention its name inside
these walls'." (p. 1) and when VaIden tries to
defend him, explaining that he has an article
in it, that fails also. "Whatever you write in
that magazine", Wendel tells him, "is automatically discredited" (p. 71). But the major
offence remains, "trying to import it" (p. 71).
But best of all, this book offers a light-hearted
but perceptive account of fiction and of criticism
which might well be made compulsory reading
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for all potential critics. For it cuts us critics
very much down to size. Of all the inhabitants
of Embassy, Tichbourne, the critic (named perhaps as pretender to a spurious rule?) is the one
who does not quite belong. True the writers
need him though they cannot love him, and
need him, not just because he is constructing a
sheltered workshop, "an important project to
emotionally cripple and retard writers [which]
promises to fulfil a valuable role for new and
experimental writers of fiction" (p. 45), but also
because he puts them on their mettle. Furthermore, he can be useful. The writers plan to
"condition him to operate" for them, feeding
him ideas "so that he can go and persuade the
media and publishers and publicity channels
into what we need" (p. 65). When he finally disappears, the Embassy is "strange without him,
though [they] often suspected he was not far
from [them]" (p. 119).
Chastising me as a critic into a properly
humble sense of myself and my task, The Short
Story Embassy also starts up ideas about fiction. It simply isn't possible, for example, even
in the Embassy for the writers to arrange for
Tichbourne the sort of girls his reading has
promised him. "You know the basis of fictional
creation" Wendel tells Lazlo, "that we cannot
make these simple identifications" (p. 9). "We
don't just take characters and incidents and
change the names and places and use them like
that. It's much more complicated than that"
(p.19).
Precisely. And this, I realized, is what appealed to me in Massive Road Trauma. Where
other books of that ilk come heavily weighted
with Designs upon Life, Talbot is aware of
what James called the "fictional mix", of that
new thing his creative intelligence makes as it
plays upon his experience of fact. Not that this
is to surrender his hold upon fact. On the contrary, intensified by the shaping force of imagination, the girls that haunt him, the wild adventure with the milk cart that lands him at night
in the cemetery, the children throwing rocks at
the Museum windows, all these add up to one
all-embracing but complete image of the city
that we recognize as Melbourne-even its distinctive greyness seems to come over in Talbot's
prose. The very shape of the book is a tribute
to the "comic toryism" Wilding's Laszlo talks
about. Apparently random impressions, the
events in Massive Road Trauma all have their
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place, cohering very lightly around the quest
for Jane, the girl who mayor may not exist'She leaves no forwarding address. She drifts
into the night' (p.87) but is always present in
his thoughts, perhaps because she is out there
somewhere in the city or somewhere in Australia, perhaps because she is his image; "up
there in the wind rising out of the dull streets
and pushing down from the laden sky there
was a looking down.
Up there on the tops of all that tallness
looking" (p. 57).
Whatever she is or is not, "there are dreams
things about Jane. Things of the dream which
can only be as in the dream. I cannot be in the
telling of such information" (p. 147). And it is
the work of Talbot's "cosmic Toryism to reveal
her, a tribute to the "vast integration of God's
world", Wilding's Wendel acknowledges.
Dreams and longings also have their place in
the world we really inhabit, the environment
of consciousness.
In effect, Talbot is breaking down the usual
categories into which we divide experience, rendering everything, solid or nebulous, fact or
fiction as part of some larger pattern which
moves of its own accord without human volition. So, human reason and choice are no
longer paramount. "Everything has its place"
(this is Wendel from the Short Story Embassy
again), "the smiler with the knife under his
cloak, the polluters, the thugs, the gauleiters ...
[the artist's] vision of self-expression in role
allows of every role ... [Even] the Mad Hatters
... have their music too" (p. 51). But isn't this
the point at which the critic should protest in
the name of that rationality which is the basis of
Western humanism? Isn't this merely another
version of the Romantic's "egotistical sublime"?
I don't think so. Whatever may be the case
with similar writers, Talbot is ironically aware
of himself and of the limitations of fiction,
choices are made in life, not books. Even in his
most extended introspective sequences, one is
aware of the writer himself registering his impressions and regarding them quizzically, (as at
the end of "Waving" (p. 163). Indeed, from
time to time I am reminded of Bellow's Herzog,
not merely in the repeated device of letters,
written or unwritten which communicate only
with the writer, but also in the ironic scrutiny
intelligence imposes on the rag-bag of "contemporary sensibility". So, there is both a joke
and a painful admission in the image of the
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broken statuette of the ballerina which the protagonist carries around with him and always
intends to repair. A teasing metaphor, drawn
from experience but arresting us by its vividness and strangeness, this image leaves us in
sufficient doubt about its precise application to
rouse us to further questions of our understanding of the world and of ourselves.
So, Massive Road Trauma seems to me a
subtle book, intellectually provocative for all its
apparent simplicity. Where the "avant garde" is
usually unduly solemn and moralistic even in its
light hearted moments, Talbot has a wit which
trusts his reader, burying the questions he
wishes to provoke within his book rather than
parading them explicitly. True, like any good
Counter Culture man he mocks many of the
idols of so-called rationality-IQs, cars and
freeways, museums, the nine-to-five existence.
But he mocks with good manners, that is to
say, provisionally, knowing that the laugh may
well prove to be on him. If, as Craig McGregor
has said, the main achievement of the Counter
Culture has been to expand the options and
choices open to people in Western culture, then
Talbot opens up new possibilities of wonder, a
new sense of the shape and strange beauty of
loneliness and longing. And, for once, he does
this without that sense of debilitation that suggests that all human initiative in thought or
feeling is hopeless and all that is left is the
surrender to sensation-thus, for example, this
book is remarkably free of the four letter syndrome. Massive Road Trauma left me on the
contrary with a sense of delight in the self I
met in it, wry, self-deprecating and ironic yet
tender also. After a youth spent, on his own
confession, "in daily newspapers, underground
romance in magazines or vice versa, ~cafe' addiction ... tiresome, sure, ... he's not complaining" (p. 192).
Nor are we.
Veronica Brady

To Phoenix Seat: Leslie R. Marchant. Angus
& Robertson, $7.95.
Professor Marchant has sub-titled his book
"An introductory study of Maoism and the
Chinese Communist quest for a paradise on
Earth". It is a modest but provocative title,
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and "To Phoenix Seat" has already provoked
considerable controversy.
Professor Marchant's thesis is concerned with
the nature of revolutionary Chiliasm and the
nature of transformist ideologies. As such it is
of relevance far beyond the field of Sinological
studies. As Professor Marchant begins his first
Chapter:
"During the course of the past two centuries
the world has witnessed a growing number
of large-scale rebellions and totalitarian
movements which have sought to lead man
to his 'day of grace' in the form of a
'heaven on earth'. These movements have
been guided and supported by zealous political activists whose ideas, though not
modern, have emerged to a new political
significance. Motivated by an intense hatred
of man and society as they now exist, these
modern Chiliastic political evangelists, have,
in the pursuit of their own aims, achieved
the domination of various political groups
and have influenced different reformers, revolutionaries and the 'compassionate'. Convinced of the righteousness of their cause,
they are prepared to use violence 'to liberate
mankind' and create 'a new order on earth'.
"These activists are not 'reformers'. They
seek to achieve the redemption of nations
and not their reconstruction, though they
frequently nominate themselves as 'progressives' or 'reformers'. They are opposed to
scientific and piecemeal plans to remedy the
form of human society in the belief that reforms will merely provide a superficial patch
to the rotting fabric of a world ..."
Professor Marchant's view of the phenomena
of Maoism is that it is the latest manifestation
of the long utopian and Chiliastic transformist
traditions, and that its nature has been fundamentally mistaken by those who see Maoists
as humanitarians or reformers. The Western
World has had a particularly rich stream of
utopian thought from Plato to Teilhard de
Chardin. Given the Judaeo-Christian religious
frame of reference, the religious eschatological
vision of paradise becomes transformed, in a
materialistic frame of reference, into political
utopianism, of necessity totalitarian where it is
chiliastic:
"Though they frequently claim to be motivated by humanitarian principles, chialiastic
rebels are seldom humanitarian. They do
not like man as he is and want to save
only those who can achieve perfection....
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Some people, they believe, are influe~ced
by evil or Satanic forces and are destIned
for transformation or elimination. Only the
chosen people will inherit 'the par~d~se on
earth' ... it is part of the monotheIstIc tradition which developed in the West, where
it was believed there existed a direct link
between an omnipotent God and the man
who He created on earth. Men who left the
'path of righteousness' ~I?-d the ways o~ yod
held an unenviable posItIon. In the relIgIous
sphere they were threatened with retribution
on the final Day of Judgement. Politically,
as far as chiliastic rebels are concerned, they
are to be barred from man's inheritance.
Chiliastic rebels do not wish to save humanity. They seek to bifurca~e it, dest:o~,one
element which they nomInate as evIl or
'anti-progressive', and save those who have
been corrupted or are threatened with corruption by the 'evil element'."
Professor Marchant sees this tradition as
having reached China through a number of
channels these to mingle with separate but not
incompatible streams of Chinese thought, in
particular Chinese Buddhism. The Chinese
Communist Party was established in 1920 with
Soviet interest and backing, but the Chinese
revolutionary tradition had earlier and more
complex origins.
He sees three main ways in which this came
about. The activities of Protestant Christian
missionaries introduced the Chinese elite to the
stream of Western transformist ideologies, and
consistent and distinctive efforts had been made
by Christian missionaries to introduce political
ideas to the elite by distributing Christian
publications to candidates at the Confucian
examination centres. Since the missionaries
were also as active as possible in internal
Chinese politics, the Chinese administrative elite
were introduced to Western ideologies as political doctrines of action. "Many of the protestant
missionaries who applied as candidates for
China missions were utopian in outlook, and
were political activists."
Side by side with this came a utopian and
visionary influence from such Russian writers
as Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky. After the 191 7
revolution came Soviet Communist influence,
both direct and indirect. The third main influence was indigenous Buddhism, Taoism and
Yoastrianism.
"It would be incorrect to infer that Chinese
Communist thought was created by Western
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influence. There were Chinese living within
the framework of the Chinese tradition who
thought in the same terms. There were
Chinese who believed in good forces as opposed to evil forces, and who were moved
by a desire to save a group of oppressed
people. The real impact made by ~e~ter.n
thought and writings as far as ChihastIc
revolutionary beliefs were concerned, was
that they provided sophisticated mo~els. for
Chinese who were already of that InclInation. For them, people like Marx put their
own hopes and thoughts into clear words
which writers in their own tradition had
failed to do."
Professor Marchant argues that Mao does
not claim to have made a significant original
contribution to human thought, but sees himself as further codifying and setting out dialectical materialism as suitable for the present day:
that is, Mao sees himself as representing the
main stream of Communist thought, and not
a distinctively Chinese innovation. However,
Mao's doctrines are in fact unique in Communist theory because of the emphasis placed
on Engles' dialectical concepts rather tha~
Marx's, Marx having written mostly on CapItalist economics and having a dim view of what
is now known as the Third World.
A crucial result of this is that Mao's version
of the dialectic and Maoist epistemology differs
in nature from current Soviet ideas of the
dialectic Mao sees the Soviet version of the
operation of the dialectical process as providing a basis for co-existence, comp~omise a~d
peaceful change instead of revolutionary VIOlence.
Mao's theory is briefly that opposites cannot
be accommodated, while he sees the Soviet version of the dialectic as holding that opposites
are accommodated to produce a synthesis combining the two. Violence and revolution have a
well-entrenched place in Mao's theories and
thoughts. He is a Leninist, firmly believing that
change and progress can only be affected by
violent means. Struggle is necessary to procure
the political power Communists need to bring
about their utopia.
On this point, incidentally, Professor Marchant's thesis was given some presumably unknowing support from Mr Humphrey McQueen
in his recent address to the W.A. University
Politics Camp, when he singled out Ted Hill's
Maoist C.P.A. (M.L.) as the most "progressive"
force in contemporary Australian politics, and
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carrying the most viable germs of the inevitable violent struggle.
Professor Marchant produces a mass of
documentation and tabulated material impossible to summarise here. He writes that the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution purged
those Maoists held to be somewhat "moderate"
-that is were of an insufficiently rigorous dialectical cast of mind-the Cultural Revolution
thus representing a qualitative change in the
dialectical consciousness of China's present
rulers, and being a tightening rather than any
attempt at liberalisation in Maoist terms. Of
Mao as a philosopher Professor Marchant says:
"His dialectical materialist beliefs and theories are not as original or forceful as they
are made to appear. They make no distinctive contribution to the study of 'mind',
which interests Mao, or to the study of
'matter', the knowledge of which guides his
methods and practices. He resembles Stalin
more closely than Lenin or Marx. His idea
of the dialectical process is woolly. Mao's
book on dialectical materialism was never
completed.... As a thinker he has not pushed forward the frontiers of knowledge about
man or the Chinese.
"Mao's doctrines are not original. ...
!hey are, moreover, platitudinous. Simple
Ideas are made to appear as profundities."
To Phoenix Seat has, understandably, annoyed a large number of Western Maoists. For
the work of a distinguished local author, it has
been received locally with what can only be
described as an exceedingly prudent silence, indicating that it has succeeded in battering a
number of entrenched beliefs. I make no claims
to be any sort of Sinologist, but the book's
importance and relevance goes far beyond the
Sinological. If we are to argue that ideas
emerge from debate, we are at present in need
of more literature, which is not afraid to be
controversial, on the nature of revolutionary
transformation. To Phoenix Seat and Dr Gibbons' Rooms In The Darwin Hotel are two
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books by West Australian academics which
must be seen as making important contributions to any debate on the nature of the transformist impulse (to these I would add James
Webb's The Flight From Reason). There can
be no question but that this is an urgent matter
for study, vast and unwieldy as the body of
material to hand may be. It may be argued
that the course of future history will turn upon
our understanding of the chiliastic or transformist impulse.
Professor Marchant concludes:
"The victory of scientific utopians indicates
a weakness in modern China when compared with the traditional Confucian period.
Confucian rulers had a marked degree of
success defending China from Barbarians
outside and within the Empire.... Messianic elements and chiliastic rebels, who were
formerly contained in China, have emerged
to govern the State, replacing traditional
beliefs with a new secular religion for the
people. Two decades of rule by Maoists
have not yet demonstrated that they can
make more radical or modern departures
than contemporary Confucian reformers, or
that they have a unique ability to develop
and modernise China so that it may take
its place in the computer age."
Bold words in an era of detente. Rash words
perhaps when ideological politics stalk the corridors of Academe, the very factory of Western
chiliastic rebels. Professor Marchant argues his
unfashionable theses with lucidity and fearlessness. Some readers of To Phoenix Seat will
certainly disagree with its premises and conclusions, but they would do well to read it all the
same (the book has been ordered for serious
study in China), as an important contribution
to debate both about Maoist China and the
human condition. Those who accept its basic
premises will find it an invaluable handbook.
All will find Professor Marchant's writing
among the most stimulating of its kind.
Hal Colebatch
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HAL COLEBATCH

Further Instructions
Know, my brethren, the creatures
are manifold, but all
their forms are vulnerable.
And although they have not our
indifferent contempt for disguises
they cannot effectively
disguise themselves.
One, quite mature, was betrayed to us
through reading "Treasure Island".
Others have been found staring into
outdated anthologies of ballads,
or children's stories
of castles, elves, sunsets and mists
at times when such things are not
the objects of recognised fashions.
Steam engines are one symptom,
as are palm-trees, triremes, electric eels
and even, indeed especially, spaceships.
But first be sure, be very sure, my brethren,
that they are doing it
(obscenely, as, consenting adults)
in private.
The social pose
is of no consequence.
In fact its adoption
is virtual proof of harmlessness.
Do not waste time
making reports on rituals.
But beware the Anglo-Saxon manuscript
that is read not for a degree,
the model soldier
painted at home.
The yacht that is not raced,
the cave explored
alone.
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The too-wide: acquaintance with
wind-gauges, white horses, barrow-downs and stars,
mountains that are not
of approved post-card shapes and colours,
leopards, drawings in cold beach sand
and theories of acceleration
beyond the speed of light.
Still, if you needed to be told,
as from a text-book, without instinct,
you would be
in our ranks today.
I am quite confident
you know the ways of destroying them and that
I do not need
to enumerate those here.
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MISCELLANY
An interesting new venture. It's a publication
by the English Department of the University
of Adelaide called Australian Lite,rary Studies:
Working Papers. Vol. 1, no. 1 appeared in June
1975. It is unpretentiously subtitled 'An Unprofessional Journal' and contains articles, essays,
notes and queries, mostly by undergraduates at
the University of Adelaide.
Its Editors, Brian Elliott and Robert Sellick,
claim that it is 'a journal which arises out of a
local situation and is designed to serve a local
need'. But if the first issue is any indication,
it deserves wider currency, as an exampIe of
student initiatives that bring historical, environmental and sociological interests as well as
critical and evaluative criteria to the study of
Australian writing.

Another 'first'. The first book published by
a new press in Western Australia. Helicon Press
of Kalamunda. The book is The Dear SouthWest, the collected verse of Os Watson.
Most of the poems were written on Culeenup
Island on the Yunderup Delta. The collection
is characterised by a sense of fun and an interplay of direct observation and memory. It is
illustrated by David Hutchinson.
The Dear South-West is available by subscription direct to the publishers at $6.50 (post
paid) at 22 Snowball Road, Kalamunda, W.A.
6076.

Mary Durack is currently working on a
sequel to her saga of early cattlemen in the
North-West, Kings in Grass Castles (Constable,
London, 1959). That book ended with the death
of the author's grandfather, Patsy Durack, in
1898. She did not, at the time, intend continuing this family documentary, but has since
realised that, unless much valuable history is
to be lost, the 52 years covered in her father's
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journals require the supplementary knowledge
of his immediate family and associates whose
numbers are rapidly diminishing.
The material to hand is not limited to the
diaries. It includes innumerable documents and
letters from relatives, business associates and
other contemporaries as well as notes and information gathered from the pioneers of the
Kimberley district including the Aboriginal
stockmen who were closely connected with its
development.
The amount of material available is formidable and the work (possibly to be a trilogy) may
take several years. to complete. Mary Durack
has been assisted by a grant from the Literature
Board of the Australia Council, which has enabled her to employ secretarial and research
assistance.

Derek Maitland is a writer to watch. Indeed,
Perth television viewers watch him regularly
on 'This Day Tonight'. He was born in Essex
in 1943 and spent ten years as an immigrant in
Australia, working as a television journalist in
Sydney and Queensland. From 1966, he spent
two years as a war correspondent in Vietnam
and Indo-China, and then returned to Britain
to write his first novel, The Only War We've
Got. After a year as sub-editor of the BBC
Television News in London, during which he
spent two months covering the 1969 religious
riots in Northern Ireland, Maitland settled for
a time in Malta to write T Minus Tower. From
there he lived in Beirut and Kuwait, working as
a freelance journalist. He returned to Sydney in
1973. In 1974 his novel, The Alpha Experience,
was published by W. H. Allen in London and
in the same year he began gathering material
for a new novel, The Break, to be located in a
N.S.W. prison. Later that year, with most of
the novel completed, Derek Maitland was
transferred to Perth with the Australian Broadcasting Commission. Recently Derek Maitland
received his second grant from the Australian
Council for the Arts. It will enable him to go
to Asia and devote his time exclusively to researching and writing. He and his FrenchCanadian wife, Therese, particularly hope to
re-visit Hong Kong, Vietnam, Laos and Thailand.
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The Australian Advisory Council on Bibliographical Services has a Working Party on
Bibliography which wishes to create and maintain a register of subject bibliographies either
completed or in progress, and to establish a
referral service from such a register. Readers
of Westerly who are engaged in bibliographical
work in a particular subject field, or aware of
subject bibliographies, are urged to contact
the Chairman of the Working Party, D. H.
Borchardt, The Library, La Trobe University,
Bundoora, Victoria, 3083.

A new edition of their 16 mm Feature Film
Catalogue has recently been issued by the
Australian Council of Film Societies. The
Catalogue is the only comprehensive source of
information on 16 mm feature films available
in Australia.
The current edition gives the following details for each film listed: Title; country of
origin; sub-titled or dubbed; distributor; rental;
running time; name of director. The catalogue
is in four sections, providing a cross-index
which greatly increases its us.efulness. In the
first section, films from each distributor are
grouped together; in the second, directors are
arranged alphabetically, and under director's
name, all his available films are listed; in the
third section, films are listed by country or
origin; and in the fourth, the titles are arranged
alphabetically. In all, there are over 3000 titles
listed.
The first edition of the Catalogue was found
to be invaluable to teachers and lecturers in
film making, film appreciation, film study etc.,
and to film users generally. The Catalogue enabIes the film society committee or the course
organiser to quickly answer such questions as:
"Which Italian films are available?", "What
films of John Huston or Antonioni can I use
in my course?".
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The Catalogue was produced by the Australian Council of Film Societies (A.C.O.P.S.) with
the assistance of the Film, Radio and Television Board of the Australia Council. A.C.O.F.S.
is a non-profit body which exists to co-ordinate
the activities and serve the interests of film
societies throughout Australia.
A record will be kept of all purchasers of the
catalogue and supplements will be made available from time to time. A small charge will be
made for the supplements.
Price Single Copies: From 1st September 1975
$15.00 plus 75c post and packing
10 copies or more less 10% plus postage
100 copies or more less 25 % plus postage
To Order Write with request and cheque to:
A.C.O.F.S.
P.O. Box 238,
Subiaco, 6008
Sales Tax Sales Tax of 15% must be paid
unless an exemption certificate is
supplied with the order.

If any further evidence of the healthy diversity of little magazines is required, it is provided by a new publication, the Australasian
Small Press Review. It is designed to introduce
its readers to the wealth of small press material
published in Australia and the South Pacific
Region, through reviews, articles., information,
bibliography and advertising. As the editors,
Tom and Wendy Whitton say, 'The traditional
reviewing media have long neglected this significant contribution to our literature'. ASPR
will attempt to overcome this deficiency. It will
be published three times per year. Subscriptions
cost $1.50 per issue (posted) or $6.00 for five
issues (posted).
Write to: ASPR, Second Back Row Press,
4/8 Victoria Parade, Manly, N.S.W. 2095.
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DAVID LAKE

Now and then
There is a wind blowing out of the cold heart
a wind dry with tears
for you, my friend yesterday
heap of ash, heap of years:
and I am angry for you, old friend,
angry with knife-cold today
that never more brings me living
you, yesterday.
How often have we two argued:
now I can think of more to say,
more points to put to you, new developments
yesterday.
Yesterday, I wish I could bring you
to meet my other friend, If:
between us both, we would unsteal you
from that thief.
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Everything you've wanted to know about

(and-we blush-quite a Jot besides)

new q-UiHell

from politics to Pidgin and back again from missions to the military
(Onward Christian Soldiers? Asual)

I

All in
THE SPECIAL INDEPENDENCE ISSUE
of

meanjin
containing contributions from Ulli Beier, Jim Griffin, Arthur Jawodimbari,
Anthony Clunies Ross and John Langmore, Leo Hannett, Percy Chatterton,
Russell Soaba, and Hank Nelson, among others.
Also superb art work, much of it in colour.
A commemorative issue-a bookl-obtain it now at the usual price, $2.50.

Annual sUbscription
$10.00, post free

The University of Melbourne
Parkville, Victoria, 3052

CONVERSATIONS WITH FRED WILLIAMS AND CLIFF PUGH
In March 1974 Ian Turner and Stephen Murray-Smith took Fred Williams and Cliff Pugh to
Erith Island, in the middle of Bass Strait, where the artists painted and, in the evenings,
Turner and Murray-Smith tape-recorded discussions with them on their view of their own
art, on their painting history and on the social function of their art. These discussions are
reproduced in Overland No. 60, together with an eight-page color portfolio of paintings
done on the island.
Also a magnificent satirical story by Peter Mathers, "Immersion"; Cyril Pearl's "Letter from
Dublin"; Judah Waten on Arthur Phillips; Geoff Blainey and John Timlin on the first report
of the Council for the Arts; John McLaren on the moral vision of Solzhenitsyn; Peter
Hastings on Blarney; and reviews by Manning Clark, Gavin Souter and Geoffrey Serle.

OVERLAND
18 $4 a ,ear (four .au..) from O.P.O. Box lea Melboum. 3001.

THE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSHOP
AT THE UNIVERSITY, NEDLANDS
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Specialists in the Service and
Supply of University Text Books
and organised for obtaining any
work of Literature published
overseas.
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- - RING 86 5578
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